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Purpose and Action 

Assurance ☒ Decision ☒ 

(approve/recommend/ 
support/ratify) 

Action ☒ 
(review/consider/comment/ 

discuss/escalate 

Information ☐ 

Previous considerations: 
West Yorkshire ICB Audit Committee – 28 July 2022, 15 September 2022, 15 December 2022 
West Yorkshire ICB Board – 1 July 2022, 20 September 2022, 15 November 2022, 17 January 
2023 
West Yorkshire ICB Board Development Sessions – 17 May, 21 June and 16 August 2022 
 

Executive summary and points for discussion: 
Effective risk management processes are central to providing the ICB with assurance that all 
required activities are taking place to ensure the delivery of the ICB’s strategic priorities and 
compliance with all legislation, regulatory frameworks and risk management standards. 
 
This report sets out the final phase of developing the ICB’s first Board Assurance Framework 
and seeks its approval. It also sets out the next steps in respect of ongoing review and mapping 
assurance across the ICB.  
Which purpose(s) of an Integrated Care System does this report align with? 

☒   Improve healthcare outcomes for residents in their system  
☒   Tackle inequalities in access, experience and outcomes  
☒   Enhance productivity and value for money 
☒   Support broader social and economic development 

Recommendation(s) 
(1) To APPROVE the Board Assurance Framework. 
(2) To NOTE the proposed ongoing monitoring and assurance processes. 

Does the report provide assurance or mitigate any of the strategic threats or significant 
risks on the Corporate Risk Register or Board Assurance Framework? If yes, please 
detail which: 
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This report sets out the work to develop an integrated risk management framework for the ICB, 
including the Board Assurance Framework. 

Appendices  

Appendix 1 – WY ICB Board Assurance Framework 
 

Acronyms and Abbreviations explained  

ICB – Integrated Care Board 
 
What are the implications for? 

Residents and Communities None directly arising from this report. 

Quality and Safety None directly arising from this report. 

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion None directly arising from this report. 

Finances and Use of Resources None directly arising from this report.  

Regulation and Legal Requirements None directly arising from this report. 

Conflicts of Interest None directly arising from this report. 

Data Protection None directly arising from this report.  

Transformation and Innovation None directly arising from this report. 

Environmental and Climate Change None directly arising from this report. 

Future Decisions and Policy Making None directly arising from this report. 

Citizen and Stakeholder Engagement None directly arising from this report. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 The ICB, as a publicly accountable organisation, needs to take many 
informed, transparent and complex decisions and manage the risks 
associated with these decisions. The ICB therefore needs to ensure that it has 
a sound system of internal control working across the organisation.  
 

1.2 The ICB recognises that the principles of good governance must be 
underpinned by an effective risk management system designed to ensure the 
proactive identification, assessment and mitigation of risks to ensure that the 
ICB achieves its strategic priorities and in doing so maintains the safety of its 
staff, patients, and members of the public.  
 

1.3 Effective risk management processes are central to providing the ICB with 
assurance that all required activities are taking place to ensure the delivery of 
the ICB’s strategic priorities and compliance with all legislation, regulatory 
frameworks and risk management standards. 
 

1.4 Board Assurance Framework 
 

1.4.1 The BAF provides the ICB with a method for the effective and focused 
management of the principal risks and assurances to meeting its objectives.  
By using the BAF the ICB can be confident that the systems, policies and 
people in place are operating in a way that is effective in delivering objectives 
and minimising risks. 
 

1.4.2 As part of the Annual Report and Accounts, the Chief Executive will be 
required to prepare an Annual Governance Statement.  In order to do this, the 
ICB needs to be able to demonstrate that it has been properly informed 
through assurances about all relevant risks and that conclusions have been 
drawn from evidence.  The ICB also needs to be able to show that it has 
systematically identified its objectives and managed the principal risks to 
achieving them.  The BAF provides a structure to support this process. 
 

1.4.3 At the shadow ICB Board development session on 21 June, time was spent 
exploring a proposed approach to developing the Board Assurance 
Framework. It was agreed that the approach would be based on the core 
mission of the ICS and local and national priorities: 

 
Mission of the ICS: 
• To reduce inequalities 
• To tackle variation in care 
• To use our collective resources wisely 
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• To secure benefits of investing in health and care 
 
Priorities for the ICS defined as: 
• Local ambitions – agreed through our strategy 
• National requirements – set out in the planning guidance and Constitution 
• Other statutory requirements – that are not included in the above 

 
1.4.4 Priorities were mapped against the mission, and a series of key strategic risks 

were identified which were discussed by Board members. It was confirmed 
that there would be a single Board Assurance Framework across the ICB and 
places, and that the actions and mitigations would be predominantly at place 
level. 

 
1.4.5 At the Board development session on 16 August, time was spent further 

developing the ICB’s risk appetite framework to reflect its approach to risk. By 
defining its risk appetite, the ICB can maximise opportunities for improvement 
as well as effectively mitigate against risk. 
 

1.4.6 The ICB’s risk appetite is not a single, fixed concept – and a single high level 
risk appetite statement would not be sufficient to articulate the ICB’s approach 
to risk. The ICB Board has therefore agreed to set four levels of risk appetite: 

 
Risk Appetite Description 
Averse • Avoidance of risk is a key organisational objective 

• Our tolerance for uncertainty is very low 
• We will always select the lowest risk option 
• We would not seek to trade off against achievement of 

other objectives 
Cautious • We have limited tolerance of risk with a focus on safe 

delivery 
• Our tolerance for uncertainty is limited 
• We will accept limited risk if it is heavily outweighed by 

benefits 
• We would prefer to avoid trade off against achievement 

of other objectives 
Open • We are willing to take reasonable risks, balanced 

against reward potential 
• We are tolerant of some uncertainty 
• We may choose some risk, but will manage the impact 
• In the right circumstances, we will trade off against 

achievement of other objectives 
Bold • We will take justified risks. 

• We expect uncertainty 
• We will choose the option with highest return and 

accept the possibility of failure 
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• We are willing to trade off against achievement of other 
objectives 

 
1.4.7 In the first iteration of the ICB Board’s Assurance Framework (BAF), the 

Board has agreed that the articulation of the ICB’s principal risks be based on 
the core mission of the ICS and local and national priorities. Priorities have 
been mapped against the mission, and a series of key strategic risks have 
been identified. As the ICB refreshes its strategy and associated objectives, 
the BAF will evolve to reflect the ICB’s strategic objectives. 

 
1.4.8 A Task and Finish Group was established to support the continued 

development of the BAF against the ICB’s strategic plan. The Group, made up 
of Board members and partners, commenced work during November and 
have worked towards the submission of the ICB’s first full BAF for the March 
ICB Board.  
 

1.4.9 In the first phase, which was reported to the Board in January, the Task and 
Finish Group oversaw the linking of each principal risk to a lead director and 
lead committee/Board to ensure ownership of risks. Each of the lead directors 
had populated the ICB core controls and assurances and had started to 
prepare to link with Places. The Board approved the first phase of the BAF. 
 

1.4.10 Following this, work commenced with each of the five Places to complete the 
outstanding elements of the BAF. This focused on: 

• Each Place identifying a succinct set of controls and assurances. 
• Each Place considering a target and current risk score for the 

respective Place on each risk (it was not assumed that these would be 
the same as the WY score or consistent across all Places). 

• Each Place to identify a set of mitigating actions that were SMART (i.e. 
specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time bound). 

1.4.11 Once each Place had populated the BAF, there was an opportunity for each 
Place to review the full BAF, and executive directors and members of the 
Task and Finish Group were also invited to comment. 
 

1.4.12 The Board is asked to approve the first Board Assurance Framework for the 
ICB. 

 
2. Next Steps 

2.1 Following approval, the ICB will move to the proposed ongoing review and 
assurance mechanisms that are set out within the Integrated Risk 
Management Framework. 

 
2.2 The Board will review the fully populated BAF bi-annually (mid-year and year-

end) to affirm that sufficient levels of controls and assurances are in place in 
relation to the organisation’s strategic risk. This will be complemented by a bi-
annual review of the action plan (detailing all mitigating actions) and the 
heatmap (which details the current and target score of each strategic risk).  
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2.3 The BAF will be reviewed and updated by the Executive Management Team 
quarterly. This involves a review of the effectiveness of controls and what 
evidence (internal or external) is available to demonstrate that they are 
working as they should (assurances). Any gaps in controls or assurance will 
be highlighted at this point, actions identified, and the action plan updated. 

 
2.4 The Board is supported in this work by the West Yorkshire Quality Committee, 

West Yorkshire Finance, Investment and Performance Committee and the five 
place partnership committees. The way in which the Committees will review 
the BAF, and use it to inform their work, will be explored in the early meetings 
of 2023/24. 

 
2.5 It is proposed that the Audit Committee will receive the full BAF annually, 

complemented by quarterly updates on progress against the action plan and 
the heatmap. A rolling programme of targeted ‘deep dives’ will be undertaken, 
to enable a focused review on specific sections of the BAF and allow robust 
discussions on the actions in place to remedy any identified gaps in controls 
and assurances. 
 

3. Recommendations 
(1) To APPROVE the Board Assurance Framework. 
(2) To NOTE the proposed ongoing monitoring and assurance processes. 
 

4. Appendices 
Appendix 1 – WY ICB Board Assurance Framework  



https://www.wypartnership.co.uk/application/files/9816/5893/1635/West_Yorkshire_ICB_Risk_Management_policy_and_framework_v1.0_26.07.22.pdf

Insignificant Minor Moderate Major Catastrophic
1 2 3 4 5

Achievement of the ICB 
mission

A decision affecting contracts 
finance, collaborations, quality 
or governance has no impact 
on the ICB mission.

A decision affecting contracts 
finance, collaborations, quality 
or governance does not 
support the ICB mission.

A decision affecting contracts 
finance, collaborations, quality 
or governance delays the 
achievement of the ICB 
mission.

A decision affecting contracts 
finance, collaborations, quality 
or governance impedes or 
significantly delays the 
achievement of the ICB 
mission.

A decision affecting contracts finance, 
collaborations, quality or governance majorly 
impedes and/or delays the achievement of the 
ICB mission.

Formal complaint Investigation by Health Service 
Ombudsman Multiple complaints Litigation certain

Local resolution Minor out-of-court settlement Judicial review Criminal prosecution

Litigation expected

Civil action – no defence

Noticeable effect on quality of 
care

Significant effect on quality of 
care / significantly reduced 
effectiveness

Totally unacceptable level or quality of 
treatment / service

Single failure to meet internal 
standards

Repeated failure to meet 
internal standards

Gross failure of patient safety if findings not 
acted on

Minor implications for patient 
safety if unresolved

Major patient safety 
implications of findings are not 
acted on

Gross failure to meet national standards

Commissioned local or 
national targets not achievable 
– single episode

Commissioned local or 
national targets not achievable 
– 1-3 episodes

Repeated failure to meet 
commissioned local or 
national targets > 3 episodes

Commissioned national 
targets not achieved resulting 
in involvement of external 
bodies / regulator

Commissioned national targets not achieved 
resulting in special measures

Negligible injury or ill health 
requiring no absence from 
work.

Minor injury or ill health 
requiring up to 2 days absence 
from work.

Moderate injury or illness 
resulting in the submission of a 
RIDDOR report.

Single fatality. Multiple fatalities

Negligible damage to 
equipment or property.

Minor damage to equipment or 
property.

Moderate damage to 
equipment or property.

HSE improvement notice 
received.

HSE or police investigation resulting in 
imprisonment of Chief Executive or other 
implicated staff

West Yorkshire Integrated Care Board - Board Assurance Framework - Guidance notes for completion (version 0.7 - February 2023)

Moderate reduction in health 
outcomes and/or life 
expectancy for >30% of a 
given population. 

Significant reduction in health 
outcomes and/or life 
expectancy for > 50% of a 
given population. 

Major reduction in health outcomes and/or life 
expectancy for >75% of a given population.  

The following information is taken from the WYICB's Risk Management Policy and Framework (v1.0)  to provide guidance to those completing the 
Board Assurance Framework (BAF) on behalf of the ICB and place partnerships. The full document can be accessed here:

The ICB operates the principle of subsidiarity. As the statutory body, the ICB is accountable for delivery of its priorities, but delegates responsibility for 
delivery to the five places (Bradford District and Craven, Calderdale, Kirklees, Leeds and Wakefield). Risks associated with delivery at Place will be 
managed at Place unless it is agreed to manage centrally.

Currently, fifteen strategic risks, linked with the mission of the ICB,  have been identified following a series of development sessions held during 
summer 2022. These were ratified at the meeting of the ICB Board held on 20 September 2022. 

The Board Assurance Framework summarises how the Board knows that the controls it has in place are effectively managing the principal 
(strategic) risks, together with references to documentary evidence/assurances and current mitigation action plans. The ICB and the Place 
Partnership Committee of each of the five places will maintain an Assurance Framework and Corporate Risk Register through which risk management 
activities are prioritised and managed.

Risk appetite refers to the level of risk that an organisation is willing to tolerate or expose itself to when controlling risks as they arise or when 
embarking on new projects. An organisation may accept different levels of risk appetite for different types of risk, or in relation to different projects. 
The organisation’s risk appetite ensures that risks are considered in terms of both opportunities and threats. Risk appetite (which is a description, not 
a score)  informs the risk tolerance levels, which are considered for individual risks. Based on the risk appetite, a target risk score is set for individual 
risks. This is the level to which the risk is to be managed. 

Negligible effect on quality of 
clinical care

Non-compliance with national 
standards with significant risk 
to patients if unresolved.

Health inequalities

Marginal increase in the health 
inequality gap in up to all six of 
most deprived Local 
Care/Community Partnerships 
(PCNs)  

Minor increase in the health 
inequality gap in up to all of 
the six most deprived Local 
Care/Community Partnerships 
(PCNs) and / or a minor 
increase in the number of 
deprived Local 
Care/Community Partnerships 
(PCNs)  

Moderate increase in the 
health inequality gap in up to 
all of the six most deprived 
Local Care/Community 
Partnerships (PCNs) and / or a 
moderate increase in the 
number of deprived Local 
Care/Community Partnerships 
(PCNs)  

Significant increase in the 
health inequality gap in up to 
all of the six most deprived 
Local Care/Community 
Partnerships (PCNs) and / or a 
significant increase in the 
number of deprived Local 
Care/Community Partnerships 
(PCNs)  

Major increase in the health inequality gap in 
up to all of the six most deprived Local 
Care/Community Partnerships (PCNs) and / or 
a major increase in the number of deprived 
Local Care/Community Partnerships (PCNs)  

Financial efficiency Small loss Loss of 0.1–0.25 per cent of 
budget

Loss of 0.25–0.5 per cent of 
budget

Uncertain delivery of key 
objective/Loss of 0.5–1.0 per 
cent of budget

Non-delivery of key objective/ Loss of >1 per 
cent of budget

Definitions of impact:

Controls describe the available systems and processes (the specific things we are doing)  which help to minimise and/or manage the risk.
Assurance is the (source)  information used to ascertain whether the controls are effective.
Mitigating actions describe what else we are doing to control the risk and/or provide additional assurance.

ICB and Place leads are asked to describe three key controls - each requiring linked assurance(s) - relevant to the strategic risk.

Capability

   
    

    
  

 

A risk score is obtained, using a 5 x 5 matrix, (impact x likelihood), which determines whether the risk is ranked as low, moderate, high, serious or 
critical. The following tables are provided to inform the target and current risk scores.

Service quality and 
performance (includes 
patient experience, safety 
and clinical effectiveness)

Informal complaint

Risk impact

Purpose

Health outcomes and life 
expectancy

Marginal reduction to health 
outcomes and/or life 
expectancy for >5% of a given 
population.

Minor reduction to health 
outcomes and/or life 
expectancy for >15% of a 
given population.

PLEASE NOTE: The worksheets titled 'Summary' and 'Heat map' will be completed by the ICB governance team. The worksheets 1.1 to 4.3 inclusive 
should be completed by the ICB lead director / board lead (blue section) and all the worksheets except 3.4 and 4.3 should be completed by the Place 
leads (or their nominees) as follows: Bradford District and Craven (peach section); Calderdale (orange section); Kirklees (green section); Leeds 
(purple section); Wakefield (pink section). Please do not change any formatting within this document.

https://www.wypartnership.co.uk/application/files/9816/5893/1635/West_Yorkshire_ICB_Risk_Management_policy_and_framework_v1.0_26.07.22.pdf


No or minimal impact or 
breach of guidance / statutory 
duty.

Breach of statutory legislation Single breach in statutory duty Major damage to property Multiple breaches in statutory duty

Reduced performance rating if 
unresolved

Challenging external 
recommendations / 
improvement notice

Enforcement action Prosecution

Multiple breaches in statutory 
duty Complete system s change required

Improvement notices Zero performance rating

Low performance rating Severely critical report

Critical report

Level Descriptor
1 Rare

2 Unlikely

3 Possible

4 Likely

5 Almost certain

Rare
1

Unlikely
2

Possible
3

Likely
4

Almost certain
5

Insignificant
1 1 2 3 4 5

Minor
2 2 4 6 8 10

Moderate
3 3 6 9 12 15

Major
4 4 8 12 16 20

Catastrophic
5 5 10 15 20 25

Descriptors for risk likelihood:
Description / suggested frequency

The event may occur only in exceptional circumstances

Likelihood
Impact

Compliance (includes H&S 
and other legal or 
governance factors such as 
procurement, information 
governance etc.)

Overall risk matrix scoring (= impact x likelihood):

The event could occur at some time

The event may occur at some time

The event will probably occur in most circumstances

The event is expected to occur



Version: 0.7 Date: February 2023

Mission Strategic risk Risk 
appetite

Target 
WY 

score

Current 
WY 

score

Lead 
director(s) / 
board lead

Lead committee / board

1.1 There is a risk that our local priorities to narrow inequalities are not delivered due to the 
impact of wider economic social and political factors. Bold 16 20 Ian Holmes ICB Board

1.2
There is a risk that operational pressures and priorities impact on our ability to target 
resources effectively towards improving outcomes and reducing inequalities for children 
and adults.  

Open 9 12 Ian Holmes / 
Jonathan Webb

Finance, Investment and 
Performance Committee

1.3 There is a risk that we ration services due to insufficient resources in a way that does not 
reduce (or exacerbates) heath inequalities. Open 8 8 Ian Holmes / 

Jonathan Webb ICB Board

1.4 There is a risk that we fail to join up services in our communities which means that we do 
not improve outcomes and reduce health inequalities. Open 8 12 Ian Holmes ICB Board (linked to place 

committees)

2.1 There is a risk that our inability to collectively recruit and retain staff across health and 
care impacts on the quality and safety of services. Cautious 8 12 Kate Sims Finance, Investment and 

Performance Committee

2.2
There is a risk that as a system we fail to innovate, learn lessons and share good 
practice that allows us to respond to service pressures resulting in widening variations 
across our footprint.

Open 4 12 James Thomas Quality Committee

2.3
There is a risk that we are unable to measure and assess performance across the 
system in a timely and meaningful way, which impacts on our ability to respond quickly as 
issues arise.

Open 6 9 Anthony Kealy Finance, Investment and 
Performance Committee

2.4 There is a risk that our infrastructure (estates, facilities, digital) hinders our ability to 
deliver consistently high quality care. Open 9 12 Jonathan Webb 

/ James Thomas
Finance, Investment and 
Performance Committee

3.1 There is a risk that we invest resources in a way which does not allow us to join up 
services nor maximise value for money. Open 4 9 Jonathan Webb Finance, Investment and 

Performance Committee

3.2 There is a risk that we breach our statutory duties to operate within the resource 
envelope available by not delivering efficiency targets and/or controlling cost. Cautious 6 20 Jonathan Webb Finance, Investment and 

Performance Committee

3.3 There is a risk that ICB capacity and infrastructure is not sufficient nor targeted 
effectively towards key priorities.    Open 4 12 Rob Webster ICB Board

3.4
There is a risk that the delegation of commissioning of non-medical primary care services 
from NHSE introduces capacity and financial risk to the ICB and doesn’t address the 
access and quality issues in these services.

Cautious 9 12 Ian Holmes ICB Board

4.1 There is a risk that partnership working on wider societal issues is deprioritised in order 
to meet current operational pressures.  Open 8 12 Ian Holmes ICB Board

4.2
There is a risk that we are unable to achieve our ambitions on equality diversity and 
inclusion due to ingrained attitudes that persist in society and across our health and care 
organisations.

Bold 8 12 Ian Holmes ICB Board

4.3
There is a risk that threats to our people and physical and digital infrastructure, eg from 
cyber-attacks, terrorism and other major incidents, prevents us from delivering our key 
functions and responsibilities.

Averse 9 12 Bev Geary / 
James Thomas ICB Board

(1) Reduce 
inequalities

(2) Manage 
unwarranted 
variation in 

care

(3) Use our 
collective 
resources 

wisely

 (4) Secure 
benefits of 
investing in 
health and 

care

West Yorkshire Integrated Care Board - Board Assurance Framework - Summary



Date: February 2023
WYICB 
and 5 
Places

Risk 
appetite 

(All)

Target 
score 

(WYICB)

Current  
score 

(WYICB)

Target 
score 

(BD&C)

Current 
score 

(BD&C)

Target 
score 

(Cald'e)

Current 
score 

(Cald'e)

Target 
score 

(Kirk's)

Current 
score 

(Kirk's)

Target 
score 

(Leeds)

Current 
score 

(Leeds)

Target 
score 

(Wake'd)

Current 
score 

(Wake'd)

1.1 There is a risk that our local priorities to narrow inequalities are not delivered due to the 
impact of wider economic social and political factors. Bold 16 20 16 20 16 20 16 20 16 20 16 20

1.2
There is a risk that operational pressures and priorities impact on our ability to target 
resources effectively towards improving outcomes and reducing inequalities for children 
and adults.  

Open 9 12 9 12 9 9 12 16 12 16 9 12

1.3 There is a risk that we ration services due to insufficient resources in a way that does not 
reduce (or exacerbates) heath inequalities. Open 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

1.4 There is a risk that we fail to join up services in our communities which means that we do 
not improve outcomes and reduce health inequalities. Open 8 12 8 12 8 12 8 12 8 12 8 12

2.1 There is a risk that our inability to collectively recruit and retain staff across health and care 
impacts on the quality and safety of services. Cautious 8 12 6 16 8 12 8 12 9 12 6 9

2.2
There is a risk that as a system we fail to innovate, learn lessons and share good practice 
that allows us to respond to service pressures resulting in widening variations across our 
footprint.

Open 4 12 4 6 4 6 4 12 4 12 4 12

2.3
There is a risk that we are unable to measure and assess performance across the system 
in a timely and meaningful way, which impacts on our ability to respond quickly as issues 
arise.

Open 6 9 2 4 6 6 8 8 6 9 3 6

2.4 There is a risk that our infrastructure (estates, facilities, digital) hinders our ability to deliver 
consistently high quality care. Open 9 12 9 12 9 12 6 9 9 12 9 12

3.1 There is a risk that we invest resources in a way which does not allow us to join up 
services nor maximise value for money. Open 4 9 4 9 4 12 8 12 4 9 4 9

3.2 There is a risk that we breach our statutory duties to operate within the resource envelope 
available by not delivering efficiency targets and/or controlling cost. Cautious 6 20 6 20 6 20 8 20 6 20 6 20

3.3 There is a risk that ICB capacity and infrastructure is not sufficient nor targeted effectively 
towards key priorities.    Open 4 12 4 12 4 16 2 12 4 16 4 12

3.4
There is a risk that the delegation of commissioning of non-medical primary care services 
from NHSE introduces capacity and financial risk to the ICB and doesn’t address the 
access and quality issues in these services.

Cautious 9 12 Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

4.1 There is a risk that partnership working on wider societal issues is deprioritised in order to 
meet current operational pressures.  Open 8 12 8 12 8 12 8 12 8 12 8 16

4.2
There is a risk that we are unable to achieve our ambitions on equality diversity and 
inclusion due to ingrained attitudes that persist in society and across our health and care 
organisations.

Bold 8 12 8 12 8 12 8 12 4 9 8 12

4.3
There is a risk that threats to our people and physical and digital infrastructure, eg from 
cyber-attacks, terrorism and other major incidents, prevents us from delivering our key 
functions and responsibilities.

Averse 9 12 Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Not 
required

Kirklees Leeds Wakefield

West Yorkshire Integrated Care Board - Board Assurance Framework - Heat map Version 0.7

Bradford District 
and Craven Calderdale

Secure benefits 
of investing in 
health and care

Reduce 
inequalities

Manage 
unwarranted 
variation in 

care

Use our 
collective 
resources 

wisely

 West Yorkshire

Mission Strategic risk
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Lead director(s) / board lead Ian Holmes

Lead committee / board ICB Board (linked to place 
committees)

Likelihood 4 16 Likelihood 5 20
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3
Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Sohail Abbas / Duncan Cooper

Likelihood 4 16 Likelihood 4 20

Impact 4 Impact 5

1

2

3

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 4 16 Likelihood 5 20
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Emily Parry-Harries / Penny 
Woodhead

Likelihood 4 16 Likelihood 5 20
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Jenny Cooke

Likelihood 4 16 Likelihood 5 20
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Ruth Unwin

Likelihood 4 16 Likelihood 5 20
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

1

2
3

Rationale for current ICB score
Inequalities have widened in recent years due to broader social and economic factors.  
Our health and care partnership will make a positive contribution on these issues, 
there are a range of factors outside of our control that are likely to make narrowing 
inequalities more challenging. 

Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 1

Strategic risk 1.1

ICB risk appetite

BOLD

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?)

ICB risk scores
Target (ICB) Current (ICB)

Failure to manage strategic risk could result in a failure to REDUCE 
INEQUALITIES

There is a risk that our local priorities to narrow inequalities are not 
delivered due to the impact of wider economic social and political factors.

Local Joint Strategic Needs Assessments (JSNA)

No information provided

See the separate Positive Assurance Log

We have a shared set of priorities and objectives between our Integrated Care Partnership and the West 
Yorkshire Combined Authority (WYCA) as set out in our 5 year strategy and joint forward plan.  This includes 
health inequalities, poverty and climate change. Progress on these will be tracked annually. 
As a partnership we have an ongoing role in influencing national policy to mitigate against widening 
inequalities. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Progress against the ICB metrics on inequalities which will be reviewed annually.
Interface with the five place committees to ensure sufficient focus on these issues. 

We have appointed a Consultant in Public Health to work jointly between the ICB and 
WYCA to lead work on addressing the core determinants of health and wellbeing and 
tackling inequalities.  

ICB risk appetite
Place risk scores Rationale for current place score

Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) We agree with WYICB assessment and score the same for the BDC HCP with the 
following rationale: Inequalities occur due to health and wider determinants. We are 
working closely with  health and social partners within BDC HCP. There are a range 
of factors where we have more limited control with regards to narrowing inequalities, 
e.g around poverty, housing, skills. 

BOLD

Mel PickupBradford District and Craven (BD&C)

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)

Our health and care partnership will make a positive contribution to reduce 
inequalities and has established a dedicated team with the launch of the Reducing 
Inequalities Alliance (RIA).  The alliance acts as the conscience and the inequalities 
engine room for the BDC HCP and galvanises senior leadership commitment (in 
health and other arenas) to reduce inequalities. It ensures work to reduce inequalities 
runs as a golden thread through all that we do.  The "I" of Inequality in RIA represents 
working with the EDI programme, Bradford University, public health, BIHR, Local 
Authorities and the West Yorkshire Health Inequalities network and Fellowship 
Programme to develop capability across our place, weave inequalities into the fabric 
of our partnership and support people to understand inequalities and their role in 
tackling these, within our sphere of control.  
We have allocated funding directly to reduce inequalities within our Core20Plus5 
working with place based programmes and communities to implement the national 
Core20Plus5 healthcare inequalities framework across BDC HCP; Reducing 
Inequalities in Communities programme is our new approach to tackling health 
inequalities in our area and is made up of 20 projects which have been designed to 
help improve people’s health and tackle inequalities at different stages of life; and 
Practice Premium (these programmes also have leadership and governance support).

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions(What more are we/should we be doing at place by when?)
BDC HCP (place) Population Health Management structure implemented and Business Intelligence team 
aligned to transformation priorities, enablers, Community Partnerships / Primary Care Networks 

Wellbeing Board (Bradford District) and Health and Wellbeing Board (North Yorkshire)

Reducing Inequalities in Communities (RIC) work plan for the Reducing Inequalities Alliance sets out work 
on local priorities to address wider determinants. 

January 2022 staffing structure approved by PLT

Health and Wellbeing Board Strategy

 Reducing Inequalities in Communities (RIC) work plan, RIC investment and RIC dashboard

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) As WYICB outlines above

BOLD

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
We have a shared set of priorities set by Calderdale Health and Wellbeing Board - local plan feeds into ICB / 
ICP 5-year strategy forward plan 

Council Director of Public Health is lead for health inequalities work across Calderdale

Reducing inequalities is a key ambition of the partnership

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Progress against the ICB metrics on inequalities which will be reviewed annually.
Local JSNA

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) Outcomes Framework, indicators and proxy indicators, investment in most deprived 

GP practices, welfare benefits, specfic inequalties projects.
BOLD

Health Inequalities metrics regularly reviewed by HWBB and CCPB

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions
Kirklees Health and Wellbeing strategy Establish network, align core 20 plus 5 , strengthen reporting through PMO and align 

approches to voluntary, community and social enterprise (VCSE) investment and 
Inclusive communitives framework.

Health and Wellbeing Plan
Developing Inequalities Hub / Network

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Regular reports  to Health and Wellbeing Board 

Leeds Tim Ryley

In 2023/24 use of the Core20Plus5 monies will be built into wider proposals that seek 
to address health inequalities, improve outcomes and drive better value. The Population and Care Delivery Board focus on health inequalities as a specific part of their remit. 

The Delivery and Inequalities Sub-Committee
Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)

Population and Care Delivery Board bi-annual reports
Meeting notes from Tackling Health Inequalities Group (THIG). 
Delivery and Inequalities Sub-Committee minutes 

Regular reports to Partnership Forum / ICB committee/ and other place governance
Project reports

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds) Inequalities continue to widen in Leeds due to wider social and economic factors. 

LHCP has a strong and continued focus to address these disparities through our 
operating framework. BOLD

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Tackling Health Inequalities Framework. 

Wakefield Joint Strategic Needs Assessment

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Healthy Standard of Living for All is one of the four priorities in the Health and Wellbeing Strategy Joint post working across health and the local authority Addressing Inequalities is in 

place with bi-monthly public health profiles addressing inequalities are presented at 
Health and Wellbeing Board and Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership

Economic Strategy is in place led by the local authority.  Elements that impact on health inequalities are 
reported to Health and Wellbeing Board 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Regular reports to Health and Wellbeing Board and to the Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) Local position reflects the WYICB position. Current likelihood is high due to significant 

pressures in the system
BOLD

Wakefield Jo Webster
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Lead director(s) / board lead Ian Holmes / Jonathan Webb

Lead committee / board Finance, Investment and 
Performance Committee

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 3 Impact 4

1

2

3

Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)
1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Sohail Abbas / Duncan Cooper

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 3 Impact 4

1

2

3

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 3 9
Impact 3 Impact 3

1

2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Emily Parry Harries /  Penny 
Woodhead

Likelihood 3 12 Likelihood 4 16
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Jenny Cooke

Likelihood 3 12 Likelihood 4 16
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Ruth Unwin

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 3 Impact 4

1

2

3

1
2
3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) The current risk relates to both the extent of operational pressure prevelant as well as 

the need to develop robust and regular outcome measurement and Heath Inequalities 
impact. OPEN

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 1 Failure to manage strategic risk could result in a failure to REDUCE 
INEQUALITIES

Strategic risk 1.2
There is a risk that operational pressures and priorities impact on our ability 
to target resources effectively towards improving outcomes and reducing 
inequalities for children and adults. 

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Paper from IPH, minutes of paper being approved No information provided
Joint Forward plan, 10 big ambitions document, ICS strategy document
Patnership Board to review progress on 10  big ambitions annually. See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
Clear, agreed plan that deploys £12m Health Inequalities funding across all Core 20PLUS5 priorities - 
specific workstream headed by Improving Population Health (IPH) Board with remit to recommend allocation 
of specific funding across the ICS

1. Improving population health (IPH) board will monitor progress annually against 
inequalities ambitions and make recommendations for additional actions.
2. Collecting data to make more direct link between allocations to places and 
reductions in deprivation etc. Ongoing work within the Business Intelligence (BI) team 
to link data to specific metrics.

The first 3 ambitions in  our Strategic Plan relate to inequalities.  Plans for these will be set out in the Joint 
Forward Plan, and 'tackling inequalities' appears in all executive board members' objectives.

Measurement of inequalities relating to key operational priorities - such as elective recovery and ambulance 
waiting times.  

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) Agree with WYICB score and rationale 

OPEN

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
BDC HCP (place) Population Health Management structure implemented April 2022. BDC Reducing 
Inequalities Alliance working fully operational from July 2022

Prioritising action plans to address the main causes of death and poor health across BDC HCP (place). 
Using data from 'Born in Bradford' to intervene early and focus on areas of greatest need. Leadership group 
has been set up for implementing Core20PLUS5 for the ICS and BDC HCP (place). Targeting reduction of 
health inequalities by working closely with PCNs and Community Partnerships 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
New structure approved by the Partnership Leadership Team (PLT) January 2022 included Reducing 
Inequalities Alliance resources

Reducing Inequalities Alliance papers to BDC Partnership Board and papers regularly go to PLT and 
Partnership Leadership Executive (PLE). Including RiC investment, RiC dashboard and data on life 
expectancy with trajectories highlighting expected change. System based committees providing oversight 
and assurance on our outcomes.  Inequalities are embedded into our transformation work with Population 
Health Management (PHM) data identifying key areas of focus for priority. Programme Boards providing 
ownership of transforming services across all place based partners

There is ongoing work to analyse patient waiting lists in BTHFT to identify variability of waiting times by 
Index of Multiple Deprivation / ethnicity / learning disabilities

BTHFT board papers 

• There is ongoing work to analyse patient waiting lists in BTHFT to identify variability 
of waiting times by IMD/ethnicity/learning disabilities.

• Inequalities toolkit developed for our 13 Community Partnerships (with guidance and 
separate intelligence packs itemising outliers). 

• Two leadership roles to reduce inequalities (to support core20plus5 programme). 
Core20 funding allocated based on need (deprivation).  Primary care practice 
priorities aligned to core20 priorities.  Agreed children and young people (CYP) as an 
additional plus group across BDC with funding allocation to CYP priorities. Also 
planning to support the implementation of recently launched core20plus5 CYP 
framework.

• Development programme between Council, VCSE, NHS colleagues for population 
health approach to reducing inequalities.

• Developing a comprehensive business intelligence reporting framework, based on a 
pyramid model whereby Partnership Board and PLE will receive a balanced score 
card (high level metrics) and increasingly granular reporting throughout governance 
structure (delivery and assurance) inc oversight, outcomes and inequalities metrics; 
complimentary to the existing F&PC system dashboard
  
• Deep Dive – Supporting CYP programme with deep dive into inequalities and 
bringing BDC HCP partners together

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) Score reflects operational performance on NHS targets. There are pressures in the 

system but it's not impacting on our ability to deliver Core 20+5.
OPEN

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Clear plan for place share of £12m led by DPH, reports to HWBB. None. At target score. 
Tackling inequalities is a core requirement of all papers to comment upon, particularly contract awards / 
service improvement. 
Measurement of health inequalities for elective recovery has been key component for CHFT and its delivery 
of its waiting lists. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Regular report to HWBB (as above) and CCPB. 
Joint Forward Plan will include health inequalities. 
Place/nominated lead to complete …

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) Outcomes Framework, indicators and proxy indicators, establish network, align core 

20 plus 5 , strenghten reporting through PMO and align approches to VCSE 
investment and Inclusive communitives frameworkOPEN

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Health  and Wellbeing Strategy Further work on alingment outcomes and  targeted interventions, support developing 

Health Inequalties NetworkHealth and Wellbeing Plan
Outcomes Framework

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Regular reporting into Health and Wellbeing Board
Regular reporting into  place goverance
PMO reports on  projects

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

All key data items in Healthy Leeds Plan are cut by IMD and other relevant HI metrics. Population profiles and a CORE20PLUS5 data set has been developed to allow 
teams to better understand and explore Health Inequalities (HI). Looking at more 
targeted approaches to service delivery within existing resources, even where the 
overall resources are insufficient, so as to limit impact on those with greatest health 
need.  Quality Impact Assessment (QIA) approach to commissioning and risks, 
includes requirement to review impacts on different groups.

All delivery plans have a clear focus on addressing inequalities within existing resources.
We consider the impact on vulnerable groups within national priorities. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Review by Delivery Committee to confirm assurance that these are in place and making a difference.
Heads of Pathway Integration maintain focus on this in their 1:1 reviews and at Programme Boards.
Programme Boards maintain focus in their work plans and evidence this in notes and work plans.

Current flurry of planning and operational issues means there is a tendency to focus 
on numbers and high level outcomes, rather than the differentiated experience of 
communities and individuals.OPEN

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) Reflects the Integrated Care Board position. Local places have limited powers to 

reduce likelihood.
OPEN

Wakefield Jo Webster

Performance Report to Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership - quarterly 

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Allocation of CORE20plus5 monies Place Outcomes Framework currently in development 

Evaluation of CORE20plus5 monies will take place to determine effectiveness and 
impact

Healthy Sustainable Communities Oversight Group established for CORE20plus5 and reports through the 
governance structure
Tackling inequalities is a priority of the Health and Wellbeing Board and associated work programmes

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Health and Wellbeing Board Outcomes Framework - reports to the Health & Wellbeing Board - annually
Performance Report to Integrated Assurance Committee - bi-monthly
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Lead director(s) / board lead Ian Holmes / Jonathan Webb

Lead committee / board ICB Board 

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 2 8
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2

3

Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Louise Clarke / Robert Maden

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 2 8
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 2 8
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Vicky Dutchburn

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 2 8
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1

2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Helen Lewis / Visseh Pejhan Sykes

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 2 8

Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Ruth Unwin

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 2 8
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

1

2

3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) No indication services are being rationed or will need to be rationed. May be more 

relevant in 2023/24 however dependent on financial plans
OPEN

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 1 Failure to manage strategic risk could result in a failure to REDUCE 
INEQUALITIES

Strategic risk 1.3 There is a risk that we ration services due to insufficient resources in a way 
that does not reduce (or exacerbates) heath inequalities.

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Evidence that the Service Change and Reconfiguration process has been followed correctly - ongoing 
annual process rather than specific dated reviews

Medium term planning 2119; Commissioning policies 2110 

Evidence that EQIA process has been followed  - ongoing annual process rather than specific dated 
reviews
Minutes / agenda for quality and transformation committees - going forwards can identify specific minutes 
of meetings See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
Service Change and Reconfiguration process (national) Ensuring we have an annual operational plan aligned to the Joint Forward Plan that 

has a focus on delivering a core service offer and supports allocative efficiency.  
Better use of data and insight to understand impact of change on different 
communities. 

EQIA process on any proposed service change and commissioning policy change (local)
Committee overview of commissioning policies and quality impact by the Transformation Committee and 
Quality Committee respectively. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) Agree with the scores as set out for WYICB as a whole and agree that BDC HCP 

scores are the same.
OPEN

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
The BDC HCP Partnership Board has set out a strategy and operating model, which places the reduction of 
inequalities at the heart of the BDC HCP's work

No information provided

The BDC HCP (place) is supported to tackle inequalities through all of its activities via the Reducing 
Inequalities Alliance, which advises and where necessary challenges decision making groups
Use of prioritisation tool which includes impact on health inequalities as a key criterion to inform decision 
making

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
The Partnership Board receives assurance on the use resources from it’s committees, Quality, Finance and 
Performance, and People via triple A and minutes. This includes assurance on the impact on equalities

RiC investment, RiC dashboard and data on life expectancy with trajectories highlighting expected change

Recommendations on investment / dis-investment take into account EQIAs, output from the prioritisation 
tool and demonstrate strategic fit.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) As WYICB above - currently delivering to target. Dependent on financial planning 

round. 
OPEN

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Service Change and Reconfiguration process (national) No information provided
EQIA process on any proposed service change and commissioning policy change (local)
Committee overview of commissioning policies and quality impact by the Transformation & Delivery Group 
/ CCPB. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
No information provided

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) Based on current processes and draft 2023/24 plans there is no evidence that 

services will be rationed.
OPEN

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Local PMO process to support service transformation / change Ensure that our annual activity and financial plans are aligned with the local Health 

and Wellbeing Strategy and priorities and implemented in line with the Kirklees Joint 
Forward Plan. Utilising local data and insights we are able to consider all impacts as 
part of the local and system prioritisation process

EQIA process within PMO
Overview through Kirklees Transformation Sub-Committee and Quality Sub-Committee

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Evidence through agenda/reports/minutes of Kirklees Transformation Sub-Committee and Quality Sub-
Committee
Evidence that the agreed PMO processes are implemented
Evidence through the agreed system recovery programme

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

Leeds EQIA process on any proposed service change and commissioning policy change (local). Tackling Health Inequalities Group overseeing data on prevalence etc, to create 
positive challenge about access and uptake issues.  Data is raising awareness 
around variation and the extent to which it is unwarranted compared to health needs.

Reviewing how best to repurpose existing spend and commitments to target Health 
Inequalities reduction within the challenging financial position.Population Health Boards (PHB) set up with shadow funding and data models for Commissioning review.

Ensure options are considered in light of evidence of variation in outcomes so as not to exacerbate further.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Commissioning policy reviews at WY.

Development of PHB reporting of finance, activity and impact / outcomes trajectories.
Minutes / agenda for committees / sub-committees - going forwards can identify specific minutes of 
meetings.

Services are rationed implicitly by waiting lists availability of services rather than 
explicitly.  Need to do more work to ensure that variation in access is not creating 
adverse impacts, and that it is not linked to difficulties in access that exacerbate 
inequalities.

Current financial gap across Leeds vs mitigations in Place suggest our ability to 
invest in improving health inequalities are hampered by the financial gap.

OPEN

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

Sub-committee overview of  pathway changes by Quality Sub-Committee and clinical oversight. Leeds 
Finance, Investment and Best Value Committee oversees Leeds System Financial and Commissioning 
positions.

Evidence that EQIA process has been followed  - ongoing annual process rather than specific dated 
reviews - via our finance and delivery committees.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) Reflects Integrated Care Board score. Measures to assess equality impact of 

services and proposed changes are well embedded at place. 
OPEN

Wakefield Jo Webster

Minutes / agenda for Provider Collaborative and Integrated Assurance Committee - going forwards can 
identify specific minutes of meetings

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Service Change and Reconfiguration process (national) Ensuring we have an annual operational plan aligned to the Joint Forward Plan that 

has a focus on delivering a core service offer and supports allocative efficiency.  
Better use of data and insight to understand impact of change on different 
communities.

Equality and Quality Impact Assessment process on any proposed service change and commissioning 
policy change (local)
Committee overview of service changes and Equality and Quality Impact Assessment provided to Provider 
Collaborative and Integrated Assurance Committee  

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Evidence that the Service Change and Reconfiguration process has been followed correctly - ongoing 
annual process rather than specific dated reviews
Evidence that Equality and Quality Impact Assessment process has been followed  - ongoing annual 
process rather than specific dated reviews
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Lead director(s) / board lead Ian Holmes

Lead committee / board ICB Board (linked to place 
committees)

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3
Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Louise Clarke and Sohail Abbas

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

1
2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Mark Hindmarsh

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2

3

1
2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Helen Lewis

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Ruth Unwin

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

1

2

3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) Integrated care in communities is fundamental to our strategy for improving 

outcomes and tackling inequalities and a priority for all places. We have made good 
progress in some areas, but progress has been variable and there is still sigificant 
work to be done. 

OPEN

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 1 Failure to manage strategic risk could result in a failure to REDUCE 
INEQUALITIES

Strategic risk 1.4 There is a risk that we fail to join up services in our communities which 
means that we do not improve outcomes and reduce health inequalities.

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Published ICS strategy and Joint Forward plans 2121; 2122; 2194 - the role and sustainability of the VCSE
Delivery of the Fuller Board wokplan (minutes and actions) 
Engagement and attendance at the Fuller Board of place leads. See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
ICS and HWB strategies set out a clear vision and plans for integrating services in communities, in line 
with the Fuller recommendations.  

Development of a permissive framework that allows us to understand progress 
against delivery of integrated models but creates space for local innovation.
Development of population health management architecture in places to enable a 
more targeted and proactive approach to care. 

WY 'Fuller Delivery Board' will oversee delivery in places, and take forward a range of actions which add 
value at WY level, including, workforce recruitment and retention initiatives, novel sources of capital 
funding, and supporting improvement methodologies. 
ICB finance strategy and plans support a differential investment towards primary and community care. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) Agree with the scores as set out for WYICB as a whole and agree that BDC HCP 

scores are the same.
OPEN

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Community Partnerships (CP) and Locality collaboratives are established (these will further integrate, 
primary care networks, CPs, LA area teams and Living Well with place based transformation 
programmes).
Reduce Inequalities Alliance (RIA) built around 4 themes; to set the strategic vision, support best practice, 
build leadership capacity, and facilitate and share learning (including Universal Healthcare programme 
sponsored by West Yorks ICS)
Core20PLUS5 resource placed within Healthy Communities (Community Partnerships)

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Healthy Communities priority reports to PLE
Highlight reports to PLE and to the BDC HCP Partnership Board 
Reducing Inequalities Alliance papers to BDC Partnership Board and papers regularly go to PLT/PLE 
(same assurance as 1.2)

The national Fuller report and locally both the Farrar report and the Hambleton 
reports have informed the further development of our Community Partnerships, 
Primary Care Networks in regards to joined up working.  
Reducing Inequalities Alliance are working with our 13 Community Partnerships in 
relation to roll out of the Core20+5.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) Integrated care in communities is fundamental to our strategy for improving 

outcomes and tackling inequalities and a priority for Calderdale. 
OPEN

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Calderdale Cares Community Programme Board is in place for integrating services and community. None. 
Joint Forward Plan will focus on Fuller report delivery. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Calderdale HWBB Strategy. 
Joint Forward Plan being developed. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) While a strategy is in place, there is a need to focus on the delivery of 

transformation and improvements on the ground across Kirklees and to better align 
the work that is already in train across the place. OPEN

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Core20+5 is being lead by the Public Health team on behalf of the Partnership In establishing refreshed work plans, there is an opportunity to build on the existing 

work lead by Healthwatch to engage with communities, and also to better align our 
work with partners in public health so that we are all working to stated common aims.

There is also an opportunity to work more closely with the Voluntary and Community 
Sector (VCS) locally to provide insight into the most vulnerable communities and 
focus our work. Mid Yorkshire Trust are also in the process of launching their 
updated strategy, offering an opportunity for better alignment of our work with other 
partners in Kirklees.

The Inequalities Hub is being formed, which will oversee all work through an inequalities lens at place
Addressing inequalites is and will continue to be written into the scope and terms of reference for all place 
based work areas, to ensure that the focus on inequalities is a common theme to all our work

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Published Health and Wellbeing Strategy
The local Health and Care Plan follows directly on from the Health and Wellbeing Strategy
Extensive engagement (lead by Healthwatch) with local people to inform strategy and plans to ensure they 
meet the needs of the local population

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

Strong and developing LCPs and PCNs. Population and care delivery board structures in place, with increasing access to 
data that enables analysis of issues at very local levels.  Data available at PCN level 
is already driving the delivery plans of PCNs working in partnership with statutory 
and VCSE partners in each footprint to support change and integration on the 
ground.  This is giving us more of the tools to look for places where a more 
integrated approach will have greatest impact.

All relevant data displayed by IMD and other key variables linked to inequalities.
Consistent focus on integration by population boards.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Access to Leeds data model/power BI platforms, and RAIDR to review data sets.
Notes of LCP/PCN meetings.
Notes of population boards, looking for identification and actions to address issues.

Strong work plans already between Leeds Community Healthcare (LCH) and the GP 
Confederation, within LCP areas and in key areas such as frailty, mental health and 
transfer of care.  More to do, and the impacts of getting it wrong for individuals 
remain high but good progress.

OPEN

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) There is limited opportunity for place to influence the impact of inequalities but 

reducing inequalities is a priority for the Health and  Wellbeing Board and the 
Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership.OPEN

Wakefield Jo Webster

Provider Collaborative Chair attends Fuller Board 

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Wakefield Provider Collaborative established supported by a network of Provider Alliances with 
responsibility for joining up services and addressing inequalities

Development of neighbourhood model to enable a targeted and more planned 
approach to care

Core Senior Leadership team established across Wakefield place with distributed leadership 
responsibilities

Action plan to address the gaps following the publication of the Fuller report

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Provider Collaborative Chair's report to Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership highlights key 
discussions - bi monthly
Provider Alliance deep dive regarding  progress against priorities reported to Provider Collaborative - 
monthly
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Lead director(s) / board lead Kate Sims

Lead committee / board Finance, Investment and 
Performance Committee

Likelihood 4 8 Likelihood 4 12

Impact 2 Impact 3

1

2

3

4

Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: 
Daniel Hartley and Karen 
Stansfield

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 4 16

Impact 3 Impact 4

1

2

3

1
2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 4 8 Likelihood 4 12

Impact 2 Impact 3

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Steve Brenan (Workforce) and 
Penny Woodhead

Likelihood 4 8 Likelihood 4 12

Impact 2 Impact 3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Kate O'Connell

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 4 12

Impact 3 Impact 3

1

2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Dominic Blaydon

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 3 9

Impact 3 Impact 3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) Progress against the 2022/23 NHS Operational plan shows a shortfall against people 

growth targets at Month 6. Vacancies in specialities of nursing and in Allied Health 
Professions are high but covered by Bank/Agency/Locum expenditure. NHS 
organisations are also recruiting internationally.  The workforce challenges remain across 
social care both wihtin the public and independent sector, together with the voluntary, 
community and social enterprise sector, with terms and conditions disparity cited as a 
particular challenge.

CAUTIOUS

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 2 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to MANAGE 
UNWARRANTED VARIATION IN CARE

Strategic risk 2.1 There is a risk that our inability to collectively recruit and retain staff across 
health and care impacts on the quality and safety of services.

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

2193 - West Yorskhire Integrated Care Board (WYICB) and the transition to the new 
organisation. (Risk of increased turnover or wellbeing concerns for staff within WYICB 
following the recent transition from their previous organisations.  Whilst the ICB 
operating model and the necessary system to support the new organisation develop, 
some staff may experience a greater period of uncertainty which may result in matters of 
increased wellbeing concerns or possibly result in colleagues opting to leave for an 
alternative role.)
2194 - The impact of industrial action across the West Yorkshire NHS organisations

Operating plan monthly reports from NHSE reported to Finance, Investment and Performance committee and 
People Board from February 2023.

Cross Sector Data gathered by the ICB People team, is presented to the Retention Programme Board, which 
reports action to the Regional Retention Board and People Board for WY. Each West Yorkshire Place provides 
a monthly written report, setting out progress and future actions.

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
People Board oversight of priority programmes - a system wide overview of the responses to the workforce 
challenges under the West Yorkshire People Plan

Mental Health and Well Being Hub - a system wide offer to all staff across the West Yorkshire partnership to 
ensure that access to Mental Health Wellbeing is available to all.

System Wide Retention Programme Board established to provide an assurance platform into the People Board - 
Identified retention challenges at place with systemwide development of responses

Newly qualified supply from West Yorkshire education institutions, is limited by 
placement availability. Plans to be developed to find new ways and new locations for the 
expansion of training capacity (and thereby workforce supply), through the increase in 
training placements across the wider partnership sectors. Working in partnership with 
Health Education England, discussions will be conducted through and with Place 
workforce leaders.  A workforce transformation programme, developed with HEE 
articulates the range of plans and activity relating to new ways of working and new roles 
against strategic priorities.  Place based plans developed through facilitation of Multi 
Year Workforce Modelling system engagement. Additional winter and wellbeing monies 
from HEE have been allocated to specific projects following a bidding and assessment 
process led by the Director of People. 

Creating Global partnerships for the supply of International recruits into challanged areas - to ensure ethical and 
sustainable international recruitment and to widen this to support an international recruitment infrastructure in 
areas where this is limited, eg mental health and social care.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) We consider this to be an issue not a risk. It is happening now and is having an impact 

on our ability to deliver.  
Issues with gaps in the workforce are limiting our ability to deliver in several areas 
currently, but not necessarily everywhere (so not a 5) so the likelihood is 4. We anticipate 
that actions taken across our People Plan on wellbeing, inclusion and belonging, new 
ways of working, and 'growing our own' reduce the likelihood of the risk materialising to 
'2'. The impact of staffing gaps arising through more leavers than joiners resulting in 
vacant posts, is currently limiting our ability to provide sufficient capacity to meet demand 
or to meet planned levels of activity / meet public expectations. These impacts are 
significant. It is anticipated that actions within and beyond the people plan to address 
peoples needs differently and create new ways of working that are less staff intensive 
e.g., through technology, can reduce the impact from 4 to 3.

CAUTIOUS

(NHS specific) Staff Survey annual results See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Foluke Ajayi

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
BDC HCP People Committee – led by an independent NED chair who champions the agenda at the BDC 
Partnership Board. Broad based senior participation including care sector and primary care.

1) Resourcing of delivery of all four pillars of the BDC HCP people plan remains a rate 
limiting factor. This requires a combination of:
 a) further alignment of local ICB resources to support delivery;
 b) alignment of provider people team resources to support delivery 'Acting As One';
 c) harnessing and recognising the contributions to the people agenda undertaken by 
wider range of partners - e.g. in operations.     

2) Further work needed to sharpen the focus of our four pillars, and clarify measurement 
of intended impact. One specific action that is starting is the expansion of placement 
capacity by using long arm supervision and exploring new areas to develop placements 
across place in and managing shortages by having a central escalation route through 
place and the People Committee

BDC HCP People Plan has established groups on all 4 pillars; looking after our people, leadership belonging 
and inclusion, new ways of working, growing our workforce. Led by HRDs, with broad participation.

‘People’ is one of five strategic priorities for BDC HCP which means that additional focus and resource applied 
to delivery of the People Plan. Reported on at Partnership Leadership Executive and Partnership Board. With 
CEO lead Foluke Ajayi in place. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Highlight report for workforce from place to WY

Triple A report from People Committee to Partnership Board

Highlight reports from the four pillars (1. Looking after our people; 2. Leadership, Inclusion and Belonging; 3. 
New Ways of Working; and 4.Growing  our Workforce) to People Committee

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) The workforce challenges remain across social care both wihtin the public and 

independent sector, together with the voluntary, community and social enterprise sector, 
with challenges of living wage and competition from larger employers cited as a particular 
challenge. Within health, retention of staff is seen as a priority alongside recruitment. CAUTIOUS

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
West Yorkshire plans reflected at place. None. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Workforce deep dive undertaken at partnership board. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) Whilst workforce data from Health Education England (HEE) shows that generally the 

workforce is increasing at a modest rate, it is not in line with growth targets and therefore 
workforce challenges still remain across all sectors of Health and Social Care.  Some of 
the challenges are structural [such as rates of pay within social care] and therefore are 
difficult to address in the short term.  Others, such as the expansion of training capacity 
take time to have an impact.  Therefore addressing the challenges will require a 
concerted effort over a number of years.  The workforce challenges with Kirklees are in 
line with those accross West Yorkshire as a whole, and therefore our risk scores are in 
line with those for the wider West Yorkshire ICB.

CAUTIOUS

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Kirklees actively engaged in West Yorkshire arrangements including Workforce Hub, Investment and 
Development Group, Workforce Transformation Group, WY Retention Stakeholder Meeting, and Mental Health 
and Wellbeing Hub.  

We have made progress in working to support the social care workforce with initiatives to 
help recruitment of staff.  We are building on this by working with the newly established 
Kirklees Care Association, for example, to support the wellbeing of staff within care 
homes.  However, this is an area where we are looking to do more going forward.  We 
have been working with health and care providers to take more inclusive approaches to 
recruitment to support both our workforce and also to help address wider inequalities.  
We have had success with initiatives such as the Prince's Trust, and this is an area 
where we want to do more work going forward.  We want to develop approaches to 
building training capacity in non-acute settings but this will take time.  We also want to 
build more on the opportunities created by working with the University of Huddersfield, 
particularly around the new Health Innovation Campus, Health and Wellbeing Academy, 
and on Leadership Development.

Workforce arrangements well established within Kirklees for working with health and care providers and sectors 
including the VCSE and social care.  We have an agreed integrated workforce approach with Calderdale which 
focuses on 3 pillars (1. Looking after our people, 2. Recruiting and retaining our people, and 3. Developing our 
people together).  We have a system Senior Responsible Officer in place and a joint Workforce Steering Group 
which is supported by a Working Group for each of the 3 pillars.
Mid Yorkshire Hospitals Trust (MYHT), Calderdale and Huddersfield Foundation Trust (CHFT) and Locala are all 
engaged in overseas recruitment.  CHFT are providing support to Locala as it is their first experience of 
recruting overseas community nurses.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Evidence on the impact of projects and initiatives is monitored within the appropriate Working Group for each of 
the pillars.
Each of the 3 Working Groups reports into our Joint Workforce Steering Group to present evidence of impact of 
their projects and initiatives.
Regular updates on the Joint Workforce Programme are reported into the Kirklees Partnership Forum, which is 
part of our overall place governance arrangements.  Updates are also presented to other governance forums 
when required such as the Kirklees Transformation sub-committee.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

Leeds One Workforce Strategy providing a cohesive, prioritised approach for the city's health and care partners 
and a clearly defined programme of work.

Whilst the overall level of risk is high, the range of mitigating actions in place are having 
a positive impact and are continually being tested and developed to manage and reduce 
the risks further. This includes work overseen and directed by the LOWSB, Academy 
Steering Group and H&WB Community of Practice, all of which are actively collaborating 
around funded programmes of work.

Leeds City Resourcing Group (LCRG) workstreams: International Recruitment, Care and Support Worker Entry 
Criteria, Collaborative Recruitment Processes and Campaigns, Flexible Working Redesign, Recognition and 
Benefits all in place to address recruitment risk.
Leeds H&W Community of Practice has directed system-wide funding/workstreams including H&W Champion 
training, Mental Health first aider training, and wellbeing retreats and compassion circles.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Leeds One Workforce Strategic Board (LOWSB) minutes 
Leeds City Resourcing Group (LCRG) progress reports
Leeds One Workforce Report 

The current risk score reflects the scale of unfilled vacancies across the vast majority of 
employers in the context of a tight labour market. There are also insufficient numbers of 
trainees in the system, with a potential long term negative impact on workforce supply. 
Current pressures on services and the cost of living increase creates significant risk of 
retention. Existing mitigations are unlikely to resolve the scale and nature of these 
challenges in the short term.

CAUTIOUS

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) The current likelihood and impact scores recognise the work underway as part of the 

implementation of The Wakefield People Plan. The Plan includes a joint strategy for 
retention and recruitment included in the Pillar 4 Programme, "Growing and Developing 
Our Workforce". This programme will support joint initiatives on recruitment and 
retention. It also includes commitment to the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on 
transfer of staff between organisations. This MoU will mitigate any future impact of 
difficulties with recruitment and retention of staff at an organisational level.  

CAUTIOUS

Wakefield Jo Webster

The Wakefield People Plan has 7 Pillars within it, each with a Senior Responsible Officer accountable for 
delivery

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Wakefield People Alliance  oversight of priority programmes - a system wide overview of the responses to the 
workforce challenges under the Wakefield People Plan

Pillar 4 of The Wakefield People Plan, "Growing and Developing Our Workforce" focuses 
on the following priorities:
- Develop the Wakefield Health and Social Care Academy
- Strengthen links with local communities, Universities and learning providers.
- International recruitment of Nurses and GPs
- System approach to the apprenticeship levy
- Strategy to support older staff to return or remain in the workforce 
- Expand and properly utilise our temporary workforce 
There are strong place-based governance arrangements in place to support delivery of 
the programme, including a well-developed People Alliance, dedicated System 
Workforce Programme Management Office  and Wakefield Health and Care Partnership 
Workforce Hub. 

Mental Health and Well Being Hub - a system wide offer to all staff across the West Yorkshire partnership to 
ensure that access to Mental Health Wellbeing is available to all.
Wakefield Workforce Project Management Office established across the Wakefield system

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Workforce Plan dashboard in development to be reported through to Integrated Assurance Committee once 
established.
Wakefield Place provides a monthly written report, setting out progress and future actions to the West Yorkshire 
Retention Board.
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Lead director(s) / board lead James Thomas

Lead committee / board Quality Committee

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 2 Impact 4

1

2

3
Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Michelle Turner

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 2 6

Impact 2 Impact 3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 3 6
Impact 2 Impact 2

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Carol McKenna

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 2 Impact 4

1

2

3

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Jo Harding

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 2 Impact 4

1

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

Clear governance arrangements in place to provide assurance to the Leeds Committee of the ICB. Place 
partners working collaboratively through the Assurance Sub-Committees (Quality & People's Experience, 
Delivery and Finance & Best Value).

1. To clearly state our shared culture, principles, framework and commitment to 
quality improvement at a LHCP. To task appropriate senior managers and experts 
to agree on the shared system QI approach/ principles and framework.
2     C          

          

Although the Leeds governance arrangements have been established with a wide 
range of stakeholders, these are relatively new and are currently establishing a 
rhythm and recognition of function. OPEN

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Kirklees ICB Transformation Sub-Committee, supported by the Kirklees Delivery Collaborative as 
mechanism to enable shared learning across providers

Increase visibility and understanding of the role of the Academic Health Science 
Network  (AHSN) and how it supports work in place.                                                                                                                              
Establish clearer connections between the WY ICB Innovation and Improvement 
Board and the Health and Care Partnership

Working across places and with WY programmes to share learning and experience, identify variation, 
and opportunities for improvement
Clear governance around Quality oversight in place with providers, working collaboratively to share 
learning and report via System Quality Group and ICB Quality Sub-Committee

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Evidence of early adoption and innovation in place eg UCR, Lung Health Checks, approach to 
neighbourhood working.
Reports to Kirklees Sub-Committees demonstrating provider collaboration, examples of innovation and 
shared learning 
Active participation in WY networks and programmes with evidence of having shared learning from 
Kirklees, and adopted it from elsewhere.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) Reflected the current WYICB wide score at the moment, as we do not have a 

specific risk for this area in our Kirklees place risk register.
OPEN

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Place-based Quality Group established to ensure we continue to share lessons and good practice. More utilisation of data needs to be done to join up decisions, working on proposals 

across partners to have population health viewpoint. Clinical and Professional Forum also established. 
Primary Care Strategy Group due to be established. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Regular reporting to CCPB. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) Partnership Board is fairly new, however partnership working is established within 

Calderdale. 
OPEN

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Committee structure in place including BDC HCP System Quality Committee which oversees the process 
of mutual assurance of quality of care delivered by local providers, which identifies issues, and supports 
improvement. In addition we have Priority and Enabler Programme Boards that provide ownership to 
transforming services across all place based partners 

1. Process to implement prioritisation framework is not yet in place (Sep 2022) now 
included in the Governance decision making process / flowchart agreed by PLE Jan 
2023?
2. Newly established governance arrangements which will take time to embed 
(Committee Effectiveness review Feb/ March 2023)
3. Current reset of BDC priorities is still underway and outcome will influence 
response to service pressures and variation in service provision (March 2023)

The Innovation Hub identifies proven best practice and supports local teams to adopt and adapt across 
the BDC HCP
Prioritisation framework and resource alignment being developed alongside strategic principles that have 
been produced by the BDC System Strategy working group to try and narrow the gap

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Assurance through Internal Audit of our transformation programmes and via ongoing reporting and 
challenge through individual Programme Boards, Partnership Board, Clinical Forum PLE and PLT at 
place and SQC/SQG and ICB governance structures -  through AAA updates from assurance and 
governance committees (F&PC and SQC) and priority and enabler programmes 
The Innovation Hub networked to all other parts of our BDC governance structure, including whole 
system enabling strategy groups for population health management, workforce, digital, estates, and 
communication & engagement. Supported  by shared system committees for Finance and Performance, 
Quality and Safety, and our Clinical Forum. The Hub maintains strong links with Bradford Institute of 
Health Research (BIHR), Yorkshire & Humber AHSN, Yorkshire and Humber Improvement Academy (IA) 
and the University of Bradford (UoB) 
Recommendations on investment / dis-investment take into account EQIAs/QEIAs, output from the 
prioritisation tool and demonstrate strategic fit.

ICB risk appetite
Place risk scores Rationale for current place score

Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) Target as per the WYICB scores. Recommend the BDC HCP current score is less 
at 2x3. Would agree with the rationale noted but recognise that we don't have the 
issue of 5x places and the logistical challenges associated with this. Recognise the 
requirement to implement the BDC HCP strategy and 'inverting the power to act' at 
locality level - this is ongoing through Healthy Communities and Living Well 
Programmes

OPEN

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
AHSN embedded within the ICB structure No information provided

See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
Clear governance around Quality with NHSE, providers and places working collaboratively to share 
learning and report via System Quality Group and ICB Quality Committee
Inclusive Innovation and Improvement Programme Board establised between ICB / AHSN / other key 
stakeholders

1. Annual review of system priorities using a prioritisation framework that includes a 
lens on Health Inequalities
2. Research Innovation Digital Collaborative planned for this year to ensure sight of 
the work that each member is undertaking
3. Assurance Group on research proposals to ensure cross-programme scrutiny

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) This risk is higher than the ICB target despite having clear governance 

arrangements across the ICB. Although boards have been established with a wide 
range of stakeholders, these are relatively new and are currently establishing a 
rhythm and recognition of function. Working with our five places whilst recognising 
subsidiarity has logistical challenges for sharing data, information and escalation 
which are being worked through across all work areas. Provider collaboratives are 
already in place for Mental Health, Acute, and some Community services.

OPEN

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 2 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to MANAGE 
UNWARRANTED VARIATION IN CARE

Strategic risk 2.2
There is a risk that as a system we fail to innovate, learn lessons and 
share good practice that allows us to respond to service pressures 
resulting in widening variations across our footprint.

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores



2
3

4

1
2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Colin Speers

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 2 Impact 4

1

2

3

1
2
3 Recommendations and action plans from Care Quality Commission inspections

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Clear governance around quality, safety and patient experience with regular reports through to 
Integrated Assurance Committee, Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership and People Panel

1.  Development of the Delivery Plan 
2.  Review of the meeting infrastructure to support delivery
3.  Further work on patient safety priorities, development of place quality priorities, 
and alignment with West Yorkshire quality dashboard

Experience of Care Network - sharing good practice
Professional Collaboration Forum which looks at Pathways and Decision Support Tools to remove 
unwarranted variation 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Reports provided of peer reviews and quality audits 
Minutes of meetings 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) Although committees and forums have been established with a wide range of 

stakeholders, these are relatively new and are currently establishing a rhythm and 
recognition of function. Working with our partner organisations whilst recognising 
challenges for sharing data, information and escalation which are being worked 
through across all work areas. 
Governance is in place with connection to West Yorkshire Safety and Quality Group 
and Quality Committee.

OPEN

Wakefield Jo Webster

            
            

          
2. To work with WYICB core team to determine common reporting mechanisms that 
reduce duplication and agree common data sets to support assurance. Regular contribution and representation at the WY ICB Safeguarding Oversight and Assurance 

As a partner with Leeds Academic health partnership identifying opportunities from health professionals, 
academic researchers and businesses to catalyse change.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Regular arrangements to evaluate the effectiveness of the Sub-Committees.

Leeds Academic Health Partnership membership with representation at Board and implementation 
levels. 

Regular contribution and representation at the ICB Quality Committee and System Quality Group

Emerging system-wide networking between Quality Improvement leaders across the partnership. 
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Lead director(s) / board lead Anthony Kealy

Lead committee / board Finance, Investment and 
Performance Committee

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 3 9

Impact 3 Impact 3

1

2

3

Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)
1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Michelle Turner, Kerry Weir and 
Sue Baxter

Likelihood 1 2 Likelihood 2 4

Impact 2 Impact 2

1

2

3

1

2

3
Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 2 6
Impact 3 Impact 3

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Vicky Dutchburn

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 2 8
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Helen Lewis

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 3 9
Impact 3 Impact 3

1

2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Karen Parkin

Likelihood 1 3 Likelihood 2 6

Impact 3 Impact 3

1
2

3

1
2
3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) The current likelihood is possible, given the limited business intelligence capacity in 

the ICB, limited access to near real-time performance data and lack of a 
comprehensive, shared performance dashboard. Failure to control this risk will lead 
to moderate impact on system performance. We could see a failure to meet 
national standards, a failure to address unwarranted variation, an inability to provide 
mutual aid in a timely way and regulatory breaches.

OPEN

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 2 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to MANAGE 
UNWARRANTED VARIATION IN CARE

Strategic risk 2.3
There is a risk that we are unable to measure and assess performance 
across the system in a timely and meaningful way, which impacts on our 
ability to respond quickly as issues arise.

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Minutes of Board and committee meetings No information provided
Minutes and action logs of System Leadership Team and other system groups
Evidence of access by system leaders to UEC app and national data sources See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
A comprehensive performance dashboard and exception report shared by the Board and its committees 1. Developing a comprehensive performance dashboard; 2. Implementing an 'app' to 

provide access to near real-time performance data on urgent and emergency care 
(UEC); 3. Implementing a system control centre to consolidate information and 
action on UEC pressures; 4. Prioritising business intelligence (BI) capacity across 
the ICB; 
5  S i   t  ti l d t   d NHSE BI t

Securing access to, and review of, comprehensive, up-to-date management data

System-wide meetings to share intelligence, review risk and agree mitigating actions

ICB risk appetite
Place risk scores Rationale for current place score

Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) Suggest that the likelihood and impact are lower than the current WYICB score.  
Ongoing work would suggest that the likelihood target should be lower at 1 with an 
impact of 2. We are able to react at present to issues as they arise as highlighted 
over the last 2 years. Next step to consider would be pre-empting and forecasting 
areas of focus through the data

OPEN

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
BDC HCP (place) governance assurance through sub-committees System Finance and Performance 
Committee to the Partnership Board

BDC HCP (place) governance assurance through sub-committees System Quality Committee to the 
Partnership Board

Access priority Programme Board

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Performance dashboard at System Finance and Performance Committee

Reviews performance data focussing on patient experience and outcomes and statutory requirements

System performance and elective recovery dashboards in place for the Access Programme

Single data platform where reporting can be produced once on behalf of the ICB - 
exploring Leeds model or exploring with DSCRO to see if they can provide a single 
platform.  (Note: Public View has been purchased by the ICB)

Over time, ability to report submissions for BDC HCP level will cease as national 
reporting requirements move to ICBs - this will be in place from Oct 2022 onwards

Developing a comprehensive business intelligence reporting framework, based on a 
pyramid model whereby Partnership Board and PLE will receive a balanced score 
card (high level metrics) and increasingly granular reporting throughout governance 
structure (delivery and assurance) inc oversight, outcomes and inequalities metrics; 
complimentary to the existing F&PC system dashboard

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) Established performance monitoring process across commissioners and providers. 

Recognise we have potential BI capacity issues but we are currently performing as 
expected. OPEN

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Oversight framework used as base of performance monitoring at CCPB. No information provided
Working with partners to provide singular view at WY and place level. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Performance monitoring at CCPB. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) Kirklees has processes in place that monitor the current performance with main 

providers and as a Kirklees position. This is reported to the Kirklees Finance and 
Performance Sub-Committee OPEN

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Detailed performance reports presented to Kirklees Finance and Performance Sub-Committee and ICB To introduce high level performance updates re: recovery activity to Kirklees Senior 

Leadership Meetings to facilitate greater awareness and enable timely actionPartnership processes for sharing timely data across the system partners
Speciality level reports at Elective Care  and Urgent Care Boards

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Minutes of Finance and Performance Sub-Committee and Kirklees Health and Care Partnership Board
Action logs and performance slide packs from Elective Boards

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

System Resilience Operational and Coordination groups in place, and daily pressures meeting. Developing system visibility tool to support with daily oversight of capacity and 
demand around system flow.  Developing ASC Opel alongside other partners, 
mindful that community pressures are also critical and can lead to further acute 
pressures.

Daily data shared via Opel System gives good oversight of volumes of attendances and pressures across 
sectors.
Regular feedback from Trust Boards about performance risks and issues feeding local dashboards and 
delivery groups.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Minutes of meetings.
Partner Board reports demonstrate tight tracking on behalf of the system via their IQPRs.
Flow of data into ICB.

Reasonable oversight already of activity, capacity and performance via excellent 
place based relationships and working arrangements; aiming for this to be more 
automated and more timely. OPEN

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) Good processes and systems in place.  Performance dashboards which are regularly 

taken to Integrated Assurance Committee.  Responsive narrative on a monthly basis 
to central core team.  Ability to pull out performance data quickly on an ad-hoc basis 
when required.  Staffing capacity in the Business Intelligence team remains a small 
risk as we are unable to achieve performance monitoring in the way we would want 
to.

OPEN

Wakefield Jo Webster

Honorary contracts in place 

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Integrated assurance committee receives activity and performance report at each of its meetings We are currently developing a Business Intelligence business case which will 

increase capacity.System Outcomes Framework in development 
Joint Business Intelligence Team Performance roles established with the local Mid Yorkshire Hospitals 
Trust

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Minutes and papers from the Integrated Assurance Committee
Dashboard for the System Outcomes Framework will be developed
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Lead director(s) / board lead Jonathan Webb / James Thomas

Lead committee / board Finance, Investment and 
Performance Committee

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 3 Impact 4

1

2

3

Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)

1

2

3
Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Robert Maden and Paul Rice

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 3 Impact 4

1

2

3

1

2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 3 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Alison Needham

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 3 9
Impact 3 Impact 3

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Visseh Pejhan Sykes

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 3 Impact 4

1

2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Karen ParkinWakefield Jo Webster

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

Leeds City Strategic Estates Board and its Specific Programme Boards meet regularly across Health and 
Social Care Capital planning and progressing joint projects.

Continue to work with NHSE to progress the new hospitals scheme. Exploring 
innovative joint ventures / schemes across NHS and Local Authority as well as 
cutting edge digital solutions.City Wide Digital Resources are combined across Health and Social Care jointly developing Services 

and BI and overseen by City Level Digital Board.
Providers have strong infrastructure to manage capital planning and building.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Providers have strong infrastructure to manage capital planning and building.
Minutes of Strategic Estates and Programme Boards.
City Wide Digital and Estates Strategies linked to our wider H&WB plans.

The new hospitals scheme for Leeds General Infirmary rebuild is critical to the 
transformations in the Leeds Health and Care system. Currently we have only 
limited assurance that, despite all the processes completed to secure NHSE 
approval to proceed, the scheme will be allowed to finally proceed. Primary Care 
expansion of roles is placing greater strain on estates in Primary Care with little 
access to capital.

OPEN

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Estates Strategy  1. Create a new Estates lead to focus on key developments in estates within the 

place
2. Enhance the IT function to ensure the capacity in the team meets the need to 
develop the IT infastructure to support services within Primary Care and wider 
providers.
3.  Support Primary Care to understand the needs to develop and support services 
both from an IT and an Estates perspective
4. Ensure funding available flows into the the Kirklees place .

IT Strategy 
Estates and IT leads

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Estates Forums
IT and Digital Groups
Reports to Committee 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) Place is refreshing Estates and IT strategies to understand the infastructure needs 

of the wider system.  Currently, constraints in both funding and resources have 
resulted in lower investment into the Kirklees Estates, which will create 
unwarranted variation of services for the Kirklees place.

OPEN

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
CHFT reconfiguration addresses acute hospital footprint issues. Need to be able to identify capacity and capability to support further estates and 

digital transformation. Calderdale is a member of: ICS Capital Infrastructure Board; Finance Forum; Digital Strategy Board

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Regular round-table on financing of CHFT reconfiguration. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) Our main mitigation is CHFT reconfiguration. 

OPEN

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Risk summits held for Airedale General Hospital site due to being constructed from reinforced 
autoclaved aerated concrete (RAAC)
Estates is an enabler in BDC HCP (place) operating model
Digital is an enabler in BDC HCP (place) operating model and has a partnership programme structure 
with some dedicated roles, and participation from all major local partners

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
AGH RAAC incidents are monitored via the Emergency Planning team and reported directly to the NHSE 
regional and national teams and RAAC incident reports are generated by ANHSFT whenever structural 
deficiencies are detected
Place Based Estates strategy developed in support of the clinical strategy and regular updates to PLE
BDC HCP operating model

Estates - have yet to establish a partnership programme structure with some 
dedicated roles, and participation from all major local partners. We await outcome 
of the national New Hospital Bids which have been submitted for Bradford District 
and Craven - for refreshed capital investment at Airedale, BRI and Lynfield Mount.

Digital - Shared Care Records activities are in process and platforms to enable 
collaboration regarding direct care, population health management and research 
are in process.

Digital programme manager will take up post from April 2023.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C)

OPEN

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Agree with WYICB score and have same score for BDC HCP
Investment in AFT, BDCT will move us to a higher level of digital maturity over the 
next 18 months. However, we have invesment challenges in Primary Care 
persisting. (please note: this narrative supports the rationale for scores in regards 
to digital only)

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)

Minutes from - ICS Capital Infrastructure Board; Finance Forum; Digital Strategy Board
2118 - Not able to spend all capital
2165 - There is a risk that place IT teams have insufficient capacity to implement 
regional solutions due to increasing demands for digital solutions and the 
prioritisation of local vs regional projects
2121 - There is a risk of the VCSE sector being left behind digitally due to lack of 
capacity, resource and understanding at statutory level as to what is needed by 
VCSE

ICB / Regional digital projects are well planned with resources allocated.  No milestone delays due to 
resource constraints.

See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
Links to estates strategy and wider ICS capital infrastructure board 1. Consider approaches to 'carve out' an element of operational capital to support 

schemes more strategic in nature
2. Digital investment to be increased within individual organisational budgets to 
enable increased capacity in the IT teams, with dedicated time allocated to regional 
programmes
3. MP briefings etc

Capital working group discussions on operational capital and maximising spend through system 
approach overseen by WY ICS Finance Forum

Digital Strategy Board - oversight of digital strategies and risks

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) This risk relates to two specific areas;

- the backlog of maintenance is circa c£750m with operational capital significantly 
lower at £158m in the current finacial year
- the risk that ICB / organisational IT have insufficient capacity to implement ICB 
and regional solutions due to increasing demands for solutions and the 
prioritisation of local vs regional projects, resulting in delays to progression of 
regional solutions, impacting delivery of benefits or reduced opportunities to 
implement ICB / regional solutions at scale

OPEN

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 2 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to MANAGE 
UNWARRANTED VARIATION IN CARE

Strategic risk 2.4 There is a risk that our infrastructure (estates, facilities, digital) hinders 
our ability to deliver consistently high quality care.

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores



Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 3 Impact 4

1

2

3

1
2
3

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Wakefield Place Digital Strategy in development Temporary solutions in place for estates roles but working towards a permanent 

senior role across Calderdale, Kirklees and Wakefield.  This will help to bring the 
estates strategy together.

Wakefield Place Finance Working Group linking into the West Yorkshire Integrated Care Board Finance 
Forum
Leads at Place that are fully involved in the Integrated Care Board strategy meetings

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Minutes from Digital Programme Board 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
 Current (Wakefield) There is currently no process or forum for bringing together a total estates strategy 

across Wakefield Place.  However, we do have a Primary Care Estates Strategy.
For the Digital Strategy currently working with Clarity across all Places and with the 
Integrated Care Board. The Digital Strategy is drafted but not yet implemented.

OPEN
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Lead director(s) / board lead Jonathan Webb

Lead committee / board Finance, Investment and 
Performance Committee

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 3 9
Impact 2 Impact 3

1

2

3
Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)

1

2

3
Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Ali Jan Haider / Iain MacBeath

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 3 9
Impact 2 Impact 3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 4 12
Impact 2 Impact 3

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Alison Needham

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Visseh Pejhan Sykes / Jenny Cooke

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 3 9

Impact 2 Impact 3

1

2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Karen Parkin 

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 3 9

Impact 2 Impact 3

1

2
3

1
2
3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) Pressures in health and social care sectors, organisational boundaries that don’t 

support partnership working, and costs locked into a model of acute hospital provision
OPEN

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 3 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to USE OUR 
COLLECTIVE RESOURCES WISELY

Strategic risk 3.1 There is a risk that we invest resources in a way which does not allow us to 
join up services nor maximise value for money.

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Regular minuted meetings with performance indicators included None
Regular Board review of progress against the key objectives detailed within the strategy. Sign off of ICS 
Finance Strategy at the WY ICB FIPC on 23 August 2002. 
External Audit VFM opinions See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
Place committees which comprise partner organisations that focus on integration Place committee development work

Maintaining the 5 year strategy as a 'live' working document5 year strategy, joint forward plan, HWB strategies and associated implementation plans - links into the WY 
ICS Finance Strategy
Regular internal audit plan with annual external review.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) Agree with the WYICB scores and these are relevant for place too.

OPEN

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Section 75 and Better Care Fund arrangements in place between NHS and Local Authority for Bradford 
district

Review of Better Care Fund services and ambition to go further for the 2023/24 
submission (review of BCF line by line, to include all integration currently underway 
and with ambition to go further)
Review of section 75 agreement is underway

Planning and Commissioning Forum meet monthly and embedded within BDC HCP governance structure 
with specifically designed decision flow chart to guide the BCF process
Planning and Commissioning Forum advise and recommend to PLE regarding the system wide approach to 
managing resources to help identify opportunities for service integration (LA, Trusts and VCSE) and 
transformation priorities and enablers programmes aim to deliver more joined up service delivery

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Better Care Fund submission 2022/23 and monitoring overseen by the Planning and Commissioning Forum

Governance handbook approved by Partnership Board on 3 February 2023 contains governance structure 
and the PCF terms of reference. 
Updates from the Planning and Commissioning Forum regarding integration between Health and Care 
provided to PLE and the Wellbeing Board.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) Significantly pressured financial environment with acute hospital in deficit. This means 

lack of resources to move funds to invest in other areas or services. Current 
allocations suggest we are utilising more financial resource than we should, therefore 
not able to invest new money in additional areas to integrate services. 

OPEN

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Partnership Board in place has membership from all place organisations. Need to understand the place-based allocation process in order to clearly identify 

where we are using more resource than currently indicated. Joint Forward Plan being developed which includes health, social care and fourth sector priorities. 
Ongoing review around sustainability of fourth sector and voluntary sector. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Finance and performance a key component of partnership board meetings. 
Financial strategy in development. 

ICB risk appetite
Place risk scores Rationale for current place score

Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) Kirklees place is at the start of working more collaboratively, which can cause 
challenges, due to organisational form. Current organisational structures and 
contractual forms do not allow funding to flow around the system to allow services to 
align.

OPEN

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Place committees, which comprise of partner organisations to discuss utilisation of resources Continuation of development of the provider collaborative will allow the discussions to 

support more joined up working.  Using the financial strategy to break down the 
boundaries currently in place and allow system working to maximise resources of staff 
and funds.

Development of Financial Strategy to support how resources are utilised within the place, which links to the 
overarching West Yorkshire Strategy
Development of PMO function to enable investment are review in order to ensure value for money and 
consideration of specific service impact.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Kirklees Finance Sub-Committee and Transformation Sub-Committee to agree utilisation of resources
All investments reviewed via a priority matrix
PMO reports and financial review against Value for Money criteria

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

Integrated finance reports through LHCP governance - Leeds Finance and Best Value Committee oversees 
Leeds System Financial and Commissioning positions.

A programme of work is underway to continue to develop our joint approach to 
financial planning and decision making to allow us to make the most value-driven 
decisions on resource allocation across the LHCP. 

Front runner bid for Leeds, Newton Europe Programme to redesign Intermediate Care 
Beds, social care resources to increase home care resources.

Population and  Care Delivery Board receive information on spend through lens of populations not services.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Finance sub-committee oversees financial planning and decisions.
Regular attendance of DOFs at LHCP Partnership Exec Group.

Despite progress for a more integrated approach to financial planning across LHCP 
there remain challenges based on organisational boundaries and ongoing financial 
pressures. 

Current financial pressures, deficits and system flow issues mean that there is no 
head room in resources (money and workforce) to move the patients along the 
pathway to a more optimal service provision model - resources and outcomes wise.

OPEN

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) Early stages of development of the Wakefield Place working together, investment in 

services, greater understanding required of service join-up within Place in order to 
invest more wisely.  Greater involvement of system partners in decision making, for 
example - voluntary sector.  A requirement for more robust return on investment 
modelling within place.

OPEN

Wakefield Jo Webster

Regular reporting mechanisms for quality, performance and finance in place 

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Partnership Committee comprises of partner organisations and Integrated Assurance Committee looks in 
more detail at financial decision making

The Wakefield Place Finance Leaders meeting is now established which will form 
wider financial strategy including voluntary sector and local authority.  
Each place finance lead closely connected with director of finance for Integrated Care 
Board therefore strategies aligned.

Shared posts across partner organisations 
Place delivery plan in development aligned to Integrated Care System strategy and Joint Forward Plan 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Minutes from meetings 
Honorary contracts in place 
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Lead director(s) / board lead Jonathan Webb

Lead committee / board Finance, Investment and 
Performance Committee

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 4 20
Impact 3 Impact 5

1
2
3

Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Robert Maden

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 4 20
Impact 3 Impact 5

1

2

3

1

2

3
Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 4 20
Impact 3 Impact 5

1

2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Alison Needham

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 4 20
Impact 4 Impact 5

1

2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Visseh Pejhan Sykes

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 4 20
Impact 3 Impact 5

1

2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Karen Parkin 

Likelihood 2 6 Likelihood 4 20
Impact 3 Impact 5

1

2
3

1

2
3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) Currently increasingly unlikely that we will fail to operate within resource envelopes - 

much greater problem in 2023/24
CAUTIOUS

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 3 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to USE OUR 
COLLECTIVE RESOURCES WISELY

Strategic risk 3.2
There is a risk that we breach our statutory duties to operate within the 
resource envelope available by not delivering efficiency targets and/or 
controlling cost.

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Financial Framework document signed off by FIPC on 23 August 2022. Minutes from FF discussing 
options for adoption of financial framework e.g. offsets vs resource moves - meeting held on 11/11/22

2117

Evidence of presentations and discussions at all of the above groups. Various minutes available - all 
meetings minuted monthly.

Minutes of committees where financial plan signed off - reconciliation to NHSE return;  Internal Audit 
review providing full assurance of planning process for 2022/23 See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
Financial Framework document agreed by FIPC Ongoing development of financial framework, open discussion about position at 

various fora. Financial Framework document to be reviewed annually by WY ICS 
Finance Forum, with subsequent sign off by FIPC. 

Review of financial position by Finance Forum, FIPC and O&A SLT
Robust budget setting in open book approach so all places understand allocations and basis

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) Agree with WYICB score and this is relevant for BDC HCP too.

CAUTIOUS

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
System Finance & Performance Committee oversight of Place financial position Further benchmarking and peer review to identify productivity and efficiency 

opportunities.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Place challenge on shifting resources to achieve better outcomes and value for 
money, although likely to be over the medium term due to transitional costs.

System wide planning process established to agree Place financial plan. Efficiency plans agreed as part of 
the planning process. Bradford District and Craven HCP (Place) financial risk share arrangements. Agreed 
financial principles for deplyment of Place resources and management within available resources.

Regular detailed review of in-year financial performance by Place DoFs with full transparency of cost 
pressures and sources of mitigation.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
SF&PC minutes. Place financial performance reported to System F&P on a regular basis and key 
messages reported to PLE and BDC Health and Care Partnership Board.
Strategic Partnering Agreement - approved by Partnership Board on 3 February 2023.
Updates on plan development for PLE and the BD&C Health and Care Partnership Board.
Recommendation on Place financial plan from System F&P to PLE and the BD&C Health and Care 
Partnership Board. EQIAs on efficiency plans
Resource shifts and any new additional expenditure commitment approved by the Partnership Leadership 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) As a place we are in deficit due to acute pressures. Planning for 2023/24 shows 

increased pressures with our acute providers. 
CAUTIOUS

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Finance recovery group is set up across Calderdale & Kirklees with CHFT as the lead to address 
underlying financial position. 

As WYICB above. However we are also undertaking work in financial recovery 
system to understand where our acute and commissioning budgets are overspending 
compared to best practice and allocation tool to be clear where we need to target in 
order to bring down costs. 

Financial Framework document agreed by FIPC, monitored by partnership board. 
Robust budget setting in open book approach so all places understand allocations and basis

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Financial Framework as agreed by FIPC.
Bi-monthly monitoring at CCPB, evidenced in minutes. Detailed board reports. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) Due to the current financial pressures there is a real risk that Kirklees Place will fail 

to operate within current resource envelopes.   
CAUTIOUS

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Financial Strategy Ongoing development of plans to reduce costs, without impacting services.  

Collaborative meetings to discuss how services can be undertaken differently to 
maximise resources.  

Review of Financial position and plans by Kirklees Finance Sub-Committee and ICB Committee, both 
locally and at a West Yorkshire level.
Kirklees & Calderdale Recovery group 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Financial plan will be signed off by the ICB Committee and risks identified
PMO function to support financial recovery for the ICB and its wider system
Aligned to West Yorkshire ICB approach to planning and final plan signed off by WY Committees

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

Leeds Finance, Investment and Best Value Committee oversees Leeds System Financial and 
Commissioning positions.

Development of a number of key transformation business cases for change aimed at 
changing suboptimal care pathways with potential for significant savings longer term.

Leeds City Director of Finance Forum overseeing financial planning.
Leeds Health and Care Partnership Committee oversight of City wide statutory duties on behalf of the WY 
ICB.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Detailed review and challenge by Finance Deputies of the 4 bodies in Leeds.
Benefits tracking of key transformation business cases
Leeds Health and Care Partnership oversight and Governance - including records and reporting.

Significant financial gaps in the Leeds system with insufficient mitigations to rectify.

CAUTIOUS

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) 23/24 financial plans currently showing high levels of deficit and high risk. Both 

within the Integrated Care Board and Acute Trusts.
CAUTIOUS

Wakefield Jo Webster

Principles already established at Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership Committee

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Monthly monitoring of Integrated Care Board delegated financial position to assurance committee 
including efficiency savings

Regular sharing of information and agreements via the Integrated Care System 
Finance Forum.  Consistency checks within Wakefield against other places.  Review 
of draft plans may reduce deficits for final plan submission. Cross organisational 
solutions starting to develop. 

Monthly monitoring of Wakefield partners financial position to assurance and partnership committees
Robust budget setting with place programmes 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Minutes from Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership and Integrated Assurance Committee 
meetings 
Place Financial Framework in development



Version: 0.7 Date: February 2023

Lead director(s) / board lead Rob Webster

Lead committee / board ICB Board

Likelihood 1 4 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2

3

Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)
1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Louise Clarke / Robert Maden

Likelihood 1 4 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 1 4 Likelihood 4 16
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Carol McKenna

Likelihood 1 2 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 2 Impact 4

1
2
3

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Tim Ryley

Likelihood 1 4 Likelihood 4 16

Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Jo Webster

Likelihood 1 4 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) The current likelihood is possible, given the movement to a new operatiing model for 

the NHS and the ICB.Failure to control this risk will lead to major impact on a number 
of financial, quality, operational and people fronts. We would see a failure to meet 
national standards, broadening of inequalities, financial distress and regulatory 
breaches in line with the definitions.

OPEN

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 3 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to USE OUR 
COLLECTIVE RESOURCES WISELY

Strategic risk 3.3 There is a risk that ICB capacity and infrastructure is not sufficient nor 
targeted effectively towards key priorities.

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Annual business plan approved by the Executive and ICB Board Risks 2113, 2165, 2167, 2178 all refer; places all have capacity gaps identified in their 

risk registersCEO and director appraisals, with outcome reported to Remuneration and Nominations Committee
Annual review of governance and statement of internal control, reported through Audit to Board See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
An agreed operating model, approved through the Board and set out in the constitution and handbook 1. Reviewing the operating model to develop more flexible resources; 2. Developing a 

new business planning process that aligns with our strategy and operating plan, in line 
with national guidance; 3. Assessing the risk of management cost controls in future; 4. 
Prioirtising our work in line with capacity;  5. Review of staff survey responses

Agreed objectives for all directors, including places, cascaded throughout the ICB

Business planning processes that align capacity to our plans

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) Agree with the scores as set out for WYICB as a whole and agree that BDC HCP 

scores are the same
OPEN

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
The Partnership Leadership Executive oversee the deployment of resources (including ICB capacity) in 
pursuit of the BDC HCP strategy agreed by the Partnership Board
System transformation priorities and enablers established through our operating model using a distributed 
leadership approach                                                       
Place based lead influence deployment of ICB resource for BDC HCP

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
An agreed BDC HCP operating model approved by the PLE and the PB within the BDC HCP governance 
handbook
Priority Programmes in place including: access; healthy communities; healthy minds; workforce and children 
and young people improvement. Enablers in place including: reducing inequalities alliance; digital, data, 
intelligence and insight; living well; and Estates.  All priorities and enablers report into PLE 
ICB SORD sets out place role within both the WY ICB SORD (WY Governance Handbook) and BDC HCP 
Strategic Partnering Agreement and Governance Handbook set our the way we work, including our 
operating model, SORD and Terms of Reference. 

Further alignment of teams is underway to strengthen this arrangement. 

Annual review of governance arrangements is underway including BDC HCP 
participation with Internal Audits (conflicts of interest, risk management and 
governance). Committee Effectiveness review and committees annual reporting will 
start in March. These will inform the West Yorkshire ICBs Annual Governance 
Statement and Annual Report. A strategic partnership governance workplan is in 
development.   Partnership development session will be informed by the outcomes of 
this work. 

Engagement with the quarter 1 governance review is in the planning stages and is 
expected to utilise the NHS England governance review tools and resources.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) Capacity and capability within Calderdale Place team is severely limited for both 

finance and tranformation resource. This impacts on our ability to address all ICB and 
place priorities. OPEN

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Work undergoing with neighbouring places to ensure resilient finance function. Review of overall ICB and place operating model needs to be reviewed in order to 

develop asked priorities. Joint Forward Plan / business planning process being undertaken to align capacity to priorities and 
understanding where there are gaps in capacity. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Annual plan approved by CCPB. 
Prioritisation process as part of annual planning round. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) The Kirklees position does not feel significantly different to other places or the WY 

ICB overall, therefore the score is consistent.  We do not have an identical risk for this 
area in our place risk register at the moment - this is being updated to reflect the 
move from the previous risk (which reflected the move to ICBs presenting a risk of 
losing staff) to one which reflects the current operating environment.

OPEN

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Weekly SLT meetings to discuss current priorities and ensure capacity is dedicated to the right areas Work with colleagues in both places and WY on further reviews of the operating 

model to ensure we are removing any duplication and are streamlining our systems 
and processes make best use of existing capacity.                                                                        
Continue to build a team working on behalf of the Health and Care Partnership which 
brings in capacity from the wider partnership.

Health & Care Executive to support cross sector prioritisation within the Health & Care Partnership
Business planning processes to support confirmation of priorities

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Clear examples of where capacity is being used to best effect by sharing teams with other places, in 
particular Calderdale (where there is a history of shared teams) and increasingly with Wakefield. Examples 
of capacity from across the partnership (not just the ICB) supporting our work eg Place Director of Finance 
role.  Other examples of programme leadership from beyond the ICB team in place.
Staff survey results relating to the ability of individuals to undertake their role within their designated hours, 
clarity of objective setting and additional hours worked.
Agreement from the Kirklees ICB Committee as to our shared priorities, supported by teams within partner 
organisations dedicating capacity to these priorities (eg Discharge, community services transformation)

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

Agreed Operating Model with WY ICB and Leeds Health & Care Partnership 1. Reviewing the operating model in line with West Yorkshire.
2. Working closely with partners in the city to prioritise our work in line with collective 
capacity.
3. Continued engagement with teams across the ICB in Leeds.
4. Set out ICB Team in Leeds objectives including OD plan.
5. Action plan on staff survey results most pertinent to Leeds
6: International and local peer review processes.

Healthy Leeds Plan and Internal Objectives aligned to capacity
Director objectives set by end of April 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Healthy Leeds Plan and Internal Objectives reviewed monthly 
Ongoing appraisal throughout year with all directors in place 
Staff Survey results 

The current likelihood is probable, given the movement to a new operating model for 
the ICB and the Leeds Team compounded by greater proportion of Leeds budget 
being reduced. Failure to control this risk will lead to major impact on a number of 
financial, quality, operational and people fronts. We would see a failure to meet 
national standards, broadening of inequalities, financial distress and regulatory 
breaches in line with the definitions.

OPEN

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) The current likelihood is possible, given the movement to a new operating model for 

the NHS and the Integrated Care Board. Failure to control this risk will lead to major 
impact on a number of financial, quality, operational and people fronts. We would see 
a failure to meet national standards, broadening of inequalities, financial distress and 
regulatory breaches in line with the definitions.

OPEN

Wakefield Jo Webster

Contribute to the annual governance review 

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Agreed operating model in place aligned to Integrated Care Board structures 1. Reviewing the operating model to develop more flexible resources aligning to 

Integrated Care  Board model;
2. Developing a new business planning process that aligns with our Integrated Care 
System strategy and place delivery plan in line with national guidance;
3. Assessing the risk of management cost controls in future;
4. Prioritising our work in line with capacity; 
5. Review of staff survey responses

Agreed objectives for all directors 
Business planning processes that align plans 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Delivery plan in process 
Director appraisals conducted 
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Lead director(s) / board lead Ian Holmes

Lead committee / board ICB Board

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 4 12
Impact 3 Impact 3

1

2

3

Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)
1

2

3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) These services will be transferred to the ICB from April 2023. There are known 

access and inequalities issues with some of these services - specifically for 
dentistry.  These issues are longstanding and will take some time to address.  CAUTIOUS

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB (no requirement for places to complete)

Mission 3 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to USE OUR 
COLLECTIVE RESOURCES WISELY

Strategic risk 3.4
There is a risk that the delegation of commissioning of non-medical primary 
care services from NHSE introduces capacity and financial risk to the ICB and 
doesn’t address the access and quality issues in these services.

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
ICB Board have established a set of tests and critiera to assess readiness to take on these services, 
including finance and capacity. 

Escalation through NHS England if criteria are not met; Development of closer 
partnership wotking in places through ICB place committees; Ongoing patient 
insight to understand improvement or deterioriation in access across different 
communities - including relationship with scrutiny; Influencing government on 
investment and contractual change.  

WY and regional groups established to oversee due diligence process 
We are working with other ICBs, NHSE and the NHS Confederation to explore and adopt innovative 
practice to improve service access and address inequalities 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
ICB Board papers (November 2022 and March 2023) 2188 - delegation of primary care services 
Task and finish group actions and minutes, including completion of the Pre-Delegation Assessment 
Framework 

See the separate Positive Assurance Log
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Lead director(s) / board lead Ian Holmes

Lead committee / board ICB Board

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3
Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Ali Jan Haider and James Drury

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

1

2

3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2
3

1

2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Steve Brenan

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Tim Ryley

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2

3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Ruth Unwin 

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 4 16
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2
3

1

2

3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) Wider societal issues contribute significantly to health, wellbeing and inequalities.  

Working with partners to address these is a key part of our health and care strategy. We 
have dedicated capacity supporting this work which we will protect through the business 
planning process.  The key is ensuring sufficient leadership focus. 

OPEN

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 4 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to SECURE 
BENEFITS OF INVESTING IN HEALTH AND CARE

Strategic risk 4.1 There is a risk that partnership working on wider societal issues is 
deprioritised in order to meet current operational pressures. 

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Progress against the strategy and 10 big ambitions. No information provided
Integrated Care Partnership papers and minutes 

See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
ICS strategy and 10 big ambitions will be used to create priority and focus on these issues.  These will be tracked 
annually. 

Measurement of progress through 10 big ambitions and additional actions agreed if 
required. 

We have established dedicated capacity working on these issues at WY level working with the Combined 
Authority - focusing on poverty, climate, housing and employment 
Business planning process will describe how we use our capacity to support delivery of all ambitions. 

ICB risk appetite
Place risk scores Rationale for current place score

Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) Agree with the scores as set out for WYICB as a whole and agree that BDC HCP scores 
are the same

OPEN

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Our BDC health and care strategy localises the WY strategy and clearly establishes the focus on the wider 
contribution of the health and care system to the determinants of health, and encourages stewardship for the 
future as well as short term delivery focus

Executive lead for 10 big embitions recently appointed Ali Jan Haider. Continue regular 
focus on issues pertaining to wider determinants in Partnership Board and Committee 
agendas. Ensure scope and focus on Priorities and Enablers maximises opportunity to 
impact on wider contribution of health and care in place.The Wellbeing Board (HWB for Bradford District) is comprised of the leaders of all local strategic partnerships 

and all local anchor organisations. Its focus is firmly on the ‘wider determinants’. The BDC Partnership Board and 
its Committees have broad based participation across VCSE, Local Government and Care sectors. Our approach 
is to engage with communities through locality based Listen In visits and to take our Partnership Board meetings 
into communities, to understand the strengths and challenges of communities and what will help - which includes 
focus on the 'wider determinants' - e.g. development session on sustainability, Partnership Board papers on anti 
poverty actions etc.
Our partnership work is focused on five Strategic Priorities and four key Enablers. This includes a prevention 
focus through Living Well, Reducing Inequalities, an asset based approach to Healthy Communities, and a focus 
on net zero and local economic development through our partnership Estates work

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
See strategy on partnership website https://bdcpartnership.co.uk/ 
Wellbeing Board (Bradford district) on the BMDC wellbeing web page https://bdp.bradford.gov.uk/about-us/health-
and-wellbeing-board/ See partnership governance structure, TORs, meeting papers including Listen In reports - 
on website
See priorities and enablers scoping documents on partnership website https://bdcpartnership.co.uk/our-strategic-
priorities-re-set-programme/ 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) Wider societal issues contribute significantly to health, wellbeing and inequalities.  

Working with partners to address these is a key part of our health and care strategy.
OPEN

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
ICS strategy and 10 big ambitions will be used to create priority and focus on these issues.  These will be tracked 
annually. We also have Health and Wellbeing Strategy, monitored via HWBB. 

None. 

Business planning process will describe how we use our capacity to support delivery of all ambitions. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Progress against health and wellbeing priorities is undertaken at every meeting. Evidenced by papers and 
minutes. 
We also have an inclusive economy strategy led by the local authority. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) As Kirklees place we have signed up to 4 top tier strategies that cover areas of joint 

working beyond just health and care, including the wider societal issues.  These are: 1. 
Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2. Inclusive Communities Framework 3, Inclusive Economy 
Strategy 4. Environment Strategy.  We have just refreshed the Health and Wellbeing 
Strategy, and the new Inclusive Communities Framework has been adopted by the 
partnership.  The Inclusive Economic Strategy is currently being finalised - building from 
our existing economic strategy, and the Environment Strategy is under development. Each 
one of these is 'owned' by a partnership board or forum:  1. Health and Wellbeing Board 2. 
Communities Board 3. Economic Partnership 4. Environment Partnership. However, whilst 
we have agreed this strategic approach, there are still challenges of delivery to be 
navigated. This is partly as not all of the 4 top tier strategies are fully in place yet.  In 
addition, operational pressures are significant, alongside significant financial challenges 
accross the partnership.  This means that our ability to deliver on these in the short term is 
challenged.

OPEN

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
4 top tier strategies for Kirklees that go beyond just health and care and cover wider societal issues. Continuing to develop the Inclusive Economy Strategy and Environment Strategy along 

with the governance arrangements to support these.  Avoiding, where possible, de-
prioritising the delivery of these in the short term.

Ownership of these 4 strategies assigned to partnership boards or forums.
Partnership Executive in place which includes business, education in addition to health, care and LA.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Reporting to the relevant board/partnership forum on progress against each of the 4 strategies.
Use of other partnership forums to support this eg Partnership Forum, ICB committee.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

Health & Wellbeing Board Strategy 1: Align Leeds City Council locality review with Local Care Partnership development.
2: Strengthen monitoring of metrics by ethnicity and deprivation as routine.
3: Monitor and report on anchor institution work to test impact for the city.
4: Continue to drive digital and medical technology innovation through the Integrated digital 
service, Leeds Academic Health Partnership and the Leeds Health & Care Hub.    

Active participation and alignment to Marmot City agenda 
Shared goals across Leeds Health & Care Partnership reflecting 10 big ambitions and requiring addressing wider 
societal issues to achieve 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Progress against 10 big ambitions in Leeds
Reporting on key Healthy Leeds Plan metrics by deprivation 
Health & Wellbeing Board monitoring of HWB strategy 

Wider societal issues contribute significantly to health, wellbeing and inequalities.  
Working with partners to address these is a key part of our health and care strategy. We 
have dedicated capacity supporting this work which we will protect through the business 
planning process.  The key is ensuring sufficient leadership focus. OPEN

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) Impact score is high as there is strong evidence that failure to address social determinants 

leads to poor population health and increased demand on care services
OPEN

Wakefield Jo Webster

Impact of investment in Core20plus5 programmes to be reported to Wakefield District Health and Care 
Partnership Committee

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Wakefield District Health and Wellbeing strategy provides a framework for tackling wider determinants of health Greater alignment between Health and Wellbeing Board priorities and council's corporate 

plan.  Consideration of investment standard for health inequalities.
Wakefield Forward Plan includes work to deliver Health and Wellbeing Board priorities (in development)
Core20plus5 funding directed to addressing social determinants

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Regular reports to Health and Wellbeing Board & Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership Committee on 
work to address priorities 
Outcomes framework (in development) will be reported to Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership 
Committee
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Lead director(s) / board lead Ian Holmes

Lead committee / board ICB Board

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3
4

Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)
1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Zahra Niazi, Kez Hayat and James 
Drury

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1

2

3

1

2

3
Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Neil Smurthwaite

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Penny Woodhead

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2
3

1
2
3

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Sabrina Armstrong

Likelihood 2 4 Likelihood 3 9

Impact 2 Impact 3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Place lead: Nominated lead for this risk: Ruth Unwin 

Likelihood 2 8 Likelihood 3 12
Impact 4 Impact 4

1
2

3

1
2
3

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) Our health and care partnership has done significant work on the race equality 

agenda, but we know that systemic problems still exist in all organisations in our 
system.  We will continue to work with focus and energy on this agenda and 
broaden our focus to include other protected characteristics. 

BOLD

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB and places

Mission 4 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to SECURE 
BENEFITS OF INVESTING IN HEALTH AND CARE

Strategic risk 4.2
There is a risk that we are unable to achieve our ambitions on equality 
diversity and inclusion due to ingrained attitudes that persist in society and 
across our health and care organisations.

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
No information provided No information provided

See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
Strategy and joint forward plans: ambition 8 Periodic review of Workforce Race Equality Standard and other Equality Diversity 

and Inclusion data to understand progress and address issues of concern. Delivery of the Race Equality plan overseen by the Partnership Board: 
- Implementation of inclusive recruitment toolkit
- Publication and comparison of WRES data
- continuation of Race Equality network, including participation at set piece meetings
- Continuation of the Fellowship programme 

Establishment of wider networks at ICB and ICS level 
Establishment of project search team in the ICB, in parallel with the work of system partners

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (BD&C) Current (BD&C) WYICB level score is appropriate for place too

BOLD

Bradford District and Craven (BD&C) Mel Pickup

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Clarify expectations of Act as One EDI lead, and associated resourcing / support 
requirements.

Place wide (broader than health and care - all sectors) EDI group, chaired by Prof Udi Archibong, work led 
by Zahra Niazi (whole system EDI lead, resourced by all partners). Good engagement from EDI leads 
Acting As One. ICB input through Act As One partnership EDI lead Kez Hayat and James Drury, deputy 
chair of EDI group.
Programmes of work on EDI scoped, agreed, reported on at Wellbeing Executive, and actively 
progressing and People Plan 'Leadership Behaviour and Inclusion' Pillar includes EDI focus. Kez leads 
'inclusion'
EDI reporting is carried out by each large organisation in line with national requirements e.g. WRES, 
WDES, EDS2, PSED and use of EQIAs/QEIAs for NHS Trusts/FTs. Also Public Sector Equality Duty 
annual reporting by all statutory bodies, includes 'place partnership view' fed into WY ICB report

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Minutes of EDI group, annual programme of events, 'Diversity Exchange' etc
EDI group reports to Wellbeing Board and Wellbeing Executive, minutes of EDI group meetings and 
People Plan 'LIB' Pillar highlight reports
NHSE website for WRES etc. WYICB PSED report on website

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Calderdale) Current (Calderdale) Our health and care partnership has done significant work on the race equality 

agenda, but we know that systemic problems still exist in all organisations in our 
system.  We will continue to work with focus and energy on this agenda and 
broaden our focus to include other protected characteristics. 

BOLD

Calderdale Robin Tuddenham

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
See mitigating actions. We don't have currently dedicated resource at place level to go further than the 

West Yorkshire priorities. 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Race equality standard compliance is monitored at place level. 
Equality & diversity work is addressed across multiple places to align with West Yorkshire priorities. 

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Kirklees) Current (Kirklees) Place have history of tackling issues realted to inclusion, but recognise the need to 

go further given the diversity of our population, experiences of care and access to 
services and how our colleagues improve practiceBOLD

Kirklees Carol McKenna

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Inclusive Communities Framework adopted by Place Committee Follow up EQIA actions / mitgations, Partners to evidence Inclusive Communities 

Framework (ICF) is making a difference. Further learning on unconcious bias, 
cultural comptency and data review to test how ICF is being embedded

EQIAs embedded as part of PMO functions
Community champions / Community voices

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)

Examples of EQIAs and subsquent action / mitgation
Examples of voice and influence from diverse poputaltions in planning and transformation

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Leeds) Current (Leeds)

Compliance with the requirements of the Equality Act 2010 Public Sector Duties in relation to our 
workforce and commissioning responsibilities.

Performance management of the ICB in Leeds EDI priorities for 2023/24. Continued 
proactive work, for example, in relation to the Accessible Information Standard and 
other barriers to accessing healthcare; REN and recruitment and selection; insights, 
communication and involvement. NHS Equality Delivery System and the Leeds 
Health and Care Partnership and wider WYICB. Review/ analyse WRES, WDES 
and GPG data 2023 and develop action plans.ICB in Leeds Race Equality Network (REN); recruitment and selection and our REN procedure/guidelines.

Ongoing interaction/partnership working in relation to our insights, communication and involvement team 
and equality, diversity, and inclusion.

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
Development of ICB in Leeds equality, diversity, and inclusion (EDI) priorities; annual contribution to 
WYICB Public Sector Equality Duty Report; equality impact assessments completed for commissioning 
programmes/projects.

Continuation of ICB in Leeds REN; continued implementation of the REN recruitment and selection 
procedure/ guidelines.
EDI involvement in the public/patient insight reports and involvement in our Population Board’s public 
engagement workshops.

ICB in Leeds works proactively in relation to EDI in respect of our workforce, 
organisational development and commissioning responsibilities. The controls 
currently in place should limit any impact to a potential single rather than multiple 
breaches in statutory duty and the likelihood is considered to be possible. BOLD

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)

Leeds Tim Ryley

NHS Equality Delivery System 2 (EDS) and transition to EDS 2022; Workforce Race Equality Standard 
(WRES); Workforce Disability Equality Standard (WDES); Gender Pay Gap (GPG) report and subsequent 
action plans.

Ongoing partnership working across Leeds Health and Care partnership and the wider WYICB 
partnership in relation to the EDS transition and development of key priorities. WYICB WRES; WDES; 
GPG actions plans.

ICB risk appetite Place risk scores Rationale for current place score
Target (Wakefield) Current (Wakefield) Impact assessed as high due to evidence that people with different protected 

characteristics have poorer health outcomes. Likelihood assessed as high due to 
Wakefield District Health and Care Partnership having limited ability to change 
deeply ingrained attitudes

BOLD

Wakefield Jo Webster

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at place?)
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion network established for place Local, multi-agency health inequalities alliance in development. Proactive approach 

to monitoring population health and uptake of services by groups with protected 
characteristics

Local equality objectives in development
Work programme to ensure compliance with Workforce Race Equality Standard (WRES), Workforce 
Disability Equality Standard (WDES), Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) 

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)
People panel (partnership committee) receives and scrutinises delivery of equality standards 
Formal reports (WRES,DES, PSED, Equality Delivery System 2) to People Panel



Version: 0.7 Date: February 2023

Lead director(s) / board lead Beverley Geary / James Thomas

Lead committee / board ICB Board

Likelihood 3 9 Likelihood 3 12

Impact 3 Impact 4

1
2

3

Links to ICB risk register (Reference numbers/brief description)

1

2

3

Sources of assurance (Where is the evidence that the controls work?)

System Winter Plan with mitigating actions for surge and escalation inc Strategic Coordination Centre

2194 - There is a risk of disruption to current service delivery and a delay in future 
service transformation programmes due to the imminent commencement of a 
period of industrial action across the Health Service.
2036 - There is a risk of disruption of service provision at Airedale Hospital due to 
structural RAAC (reinforced, autoclaved, aerated concrete) deficiencies resulting in 
widespread impact across WY as services and patients may need to be 
reallocated. A planned evacuation could occur due issues at other RAAC sites 
across the country or safety concerns raised specifically at Airedale Hospital
2174 - There is a risk that future covid waves and/or winter pressures will 
negatively impact the delivery of all elective care, due to staff sickness/burnout 
/redeployment and reduced bed capacity. This will lead to reduced elective 
capacity, increased backlogs, delays to patient care, and ERF repayment
2166 - There is a risk of a successful cyber attack, hack and data breach.

EPRR Compliance and Action Plans for each NHS organisation

• WY CIO Forum inc Place CIOs
• Annual DSPT self assessment submissions and PEN testing See the separate Positive Assurance Log

Key controls (What helps us mitigate the risk?) Mitigating actions (What more are we/should we be doing at ICB level?)
Engagement with all partners and directly alignment to WY Resilience Forum 1. WY ICB has a centralised EPRR function with nominated Place leads and 

established arrangements for 1st and 2nd on call.
2. A number of WY EPRR exercises have taken place such as Artic Willow (12/22) 
and MCA (09/22) and on-going schedule to include RAACS
3. Significant learning from Covid, Adastra and Bird Flu outbreak.

Training at senior level - Principles of Health Command Training - Strategic Health Commander
• Business continuity plans are in place in the event of a prolonged IT system issue.
• Regular reporting on progress with DSPT annual self assessment to WY ICB Audit Committee and 
internal audit assurance of DSPT submission

Rationale for current ICB score
Target (ICB) Current (ICB) This risk relates to the ICB working with places to mitigate the impact of the 

delivery of healthcare services to the West Yorkshire population as a result of a 
significant event. The ICB cannot aim to prevent an event happening as this is 
outside the control of the ICB. Our current score with regards to a significant event 
has been assessed against the operation of the controls during recent EPRR 
events such as COVID-19 pandemic or Adastra IT attack. We have evidenced 
significant system ability to respond to an emergency, however there are limited 
controls the ICB can put in place for such a large scale and unprecedented event 
as COVID-19.  

AVERSE

ICB risk appetite ICB risk scores

WYICB - Board Assurance Framework - ICB (no requirement for places to complete)

Mission 4 Failure to manage the strategic risk could result in a failure to SECURE 
BENEFITS OF INVESTING IN HEALTH AND CARE

Strategic risk 4.3
There is a risk that threats to our people and physical and digital 
infrastructure, eg from cyber-attacks, terrorism and other major 
incidents, prevents us from delivering our key functions and 
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